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Section I
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

1.1 PROGRAM MOTIVATION AND GOALS

It was the goal of this program to demonstrate the feasibility of GaInSb/InAs superlattices for

infrared detector applications in the 8-12 g.m region of the spectrum. At the inception of the

program, calculations had shown these to be promising structures for long wavelength

applications requiring high detectivity and/or operating temperature, 1,2 but no such superlattices

had been grown, and no devices had been demonstrated. Under this and the coupled Caltech

program (No. N00014-89-J-3196), GaInSb/lnAs superlattices were to be grown, their optical and

electronic properties examined and compared with theory, and preliminary detector structures

fabricated and tested.

Interest in long wavelength infrared (LWIR) detectors based on GaInSb/InAs superlattices

derives from several predicted benefits: 3

"* increased operating temperature relative to current technology

"* performance equivalent to, or superior to, current state-of-the-art

"* cutoff wavelength selectable over 8-20+ pim

"* compatibility with mainline IlI-V electronics

"* robust material

"* uniformity superior to that of other tunable detectors

While this potential will not be achieved without considerable further development, the

improvements over current technology exceed those promised by any competing advanced IR

detector structure.

Expected increases in the ultimate operating temperature and/or performance of GaInSb/InAs

superlpttice -based detectors come from a suppression of intrinsic impact ionization noise

processes in these structures and a reduction in tunneling leakage currents. Recent calculations4

have shown Auger lifetimes in 10 pgm GaInSb/InAs superlattices to be approximately 103 longer

than in HgCdTe (e.g. for p-type structures doped at 3x10 16 cm"3, @ 77 K). Such a difference

implies that performance obtainable in Auger-limited (state-of-the-art) HgCdTe detectors

operating at 120 K could be achieved at room temperature in ideal GaInSb/InAs superlattice

detectors. Although this improvement in operating temperature will only be realized in structures

of substantially higher quality than presently obtainable, the potential of this system exceeds that

of any other presently under consideration. Further performance benefits are to be derived from
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the considerable magnitude of the electron effective masses in these superlattices, 5 which are

approximately 0.02-0.05 me. These values exceed the 0.0088 me effective mass of 10 ýtm

HgCdTe, and should suppress tunnel noise currents in a photovoltaic detector under an applied i.
bias.

Improvements in material uniformity have been predicted for GaInSb/InAs superlattices, 3  3
based upon the precise layer thickness control afforded by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).

These gains are increasingly significant at longer wavelengths; for a given uniformity 3
specification, GalnSbfInAs superlattices with gaps beyond 12 gm can tolerate variations in

growth fluxes >10 times as great as can be tolerated in HgCdTe.

Last, the benefits of fabricating detectors from a robust II-V semiconductor are considerable.

These superlattices promise improved stability under thermal cycling, and offer the possibility of

direct integration of a detector with III-V readout electronics. Compatibility with a mature III-V

processing technology is also expected to be of benefit during development of an effective

detector pixel delineation and passivation process. j
1.2 RELEVANCE TO DoD SYSTEMS

LWIR detectors based on GaInSb/InAs superlattices offer several significant advantages for

infrared imaging applications at 8-12 gtm and beyond. Brought to maturity, these detectors would

relieve or eliminate the stringent cooling requirements of current HgCdTe or extrinsic systems. I
If realized, such an improvement would dramatically lower the cost and complexity of high

performance IR systems, and would enable numerous applications currently precluded by the 3
size, weight, or power requirements of thermoelectric coolers. Further, GaInSb/InAs

superlattices offer hope for a single technology spanning the LWIR and VLWIR spectral regions, 5
superceding both HgCdTe and extrinsic detector systems in most applications (the exceptions are

those applications demanding the uniformity of response afforded by extrinsic detectors, of fixed

cutoff wavelength).

Of practical importance to large area staring arrays is the uniformity intrinsic-to GainSb/InAs

superlattices, relative to other tunable detectors. Order-of-magnitude gains in uniformity i
translate into improved array yield and reduced complexity for non-uniformity correction

electronics, and would allow application of these detectors at wavelengths longer than those n

practically accessible to HgCdTe.

1.3 PROGRAM APPROACH

Efforts to develop GaInSb/InAs superlattice detectors at Hughes were closely coupled to

Caltech's superlattice growth and modeling program. Initially, structures grown at Caltech werea

characterized by structural, electrical, and optical experiments at Hughes. When Caltech's

2 I



growth studies yielded high-quality (100) superlattices on GaAs substrates, growth technology
was transferred to Hughes. Further material development and characterization was performed at
Hughes, and initial photoconductive and photovoltaic device structures were fabricated and

tested.

1.4 KEY RESULTS

Under the coupled Hughes/Caltech DARPA/ONR contracts, we became the first group to

successfully grow GaInSbIInAs superlattices, and have played the leading role in the structural
and doping studies that have ensued. To date, we have grown almost 90 GaInSb/InAs

superlattices; on GaSb, InP, and GaAs substrates. We have demonstrated growth of structurally
ideal superlattices showing negligible interdiffusion, a high degree of regularity, and

submonolayer uniformity control, and have established the essentially dislocation-free nature of

structures grown on GaSb substrates. 6 This represents, to our knowledge, the first time that any

semiconductor superlattice with this level of strain (2%) has been grown with this degree of

structural perfection. We have also shown that the superlattices can be readily and controllably

doped n-type with Si, by doping only the InAs layers within a superlattice. 7 (P-type doping with
Be is well established in these materials.) Doping levels as high as the 1018 's are readily

achieved. Our doping work has enabled us to grow GalnSb/InAs superlattice photojunctions.

Ours are the first experimental studies of the long wavelength properties of GalnSb/InAs

superlattices. Photoconductivity, photoluminescence, optical transmission, and Hall

measurements8 ,9 have been used to enumerate the dependences of energy band gap on layer

thicknesses and compositions, and to establish that 8-12 gm gaps can be obtained for modest

layer thicknesses and strains. We have measured the optical absorption coefficient to be

comparable to that of HgCdTe in the 8-12 gim region. Our contract effort in this area has been

complemented by modeling and basic work carried out under IR&D funds, which has enabled us

to correlate experimental band structure results with theory. Predictions of favorable effective

masses in this system (small enough to allow good perpendicular transport, but sufficiently large
to greatly suppress noise derived from electron tunneling currents) have been confirmed; we have
obtained measurements of electron effective masses of approximately 0.03 me, in a collaborative

effort with the N.val Research Laboratory. 5

Our long wavelength superlattices are routinely analyzed by fabricating and evaluating

individual photoconductive devices. Recently, we have begun to apply expertise in the

passivation of III-V detectors to the development of competitive photovoltaic devices. We are

examining differences in the performances of unpassivated and nitride- or oxide-passivated 8-

12 p.m photojunctions, and are analyzing characteristics of detectors fabricated by both wet and

dry processes. In addition, we have pursued ion implantation studies that promise both pixel

3
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delineation in planar devices, and effective alternative doping schemes; we have demonstrated n- I
type conductivity with implanted Si, and p-type conductivity with implanted Be. We anticipate

that our efforts will lead to substantial improvements over the RoA of 0.1 Ohm-cm 2 measured at 5
80K in initial unpassivated 12 g.m devices.

1.5 FUTURE WORK

Further development of detectors based on these superlattices is planned under a new

DARPA/ONR contract. The ultimate goal of this program is to develop a 128x128 detector

array, sensitive in the 8-12 g.m spectral region. The program consists of three tasks, directed

towards improving the properties and uniformity of the materials, tailoring the performance of

individual detectors, and developing a focal plane array fabrication process.

I
6
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Section 2
MBE GROWTH OF GaInSb/InAs SUPERLATTICES

2.1 GROWTH
All of the superlattices studied in this program were grown by MBE. Samples were grown in

similar Perkin Elmer 430 systems at Hughes and Caltech, and, more recently, in a new VG

VATH 80 MK II system dedicated to antimonide heterostructures at HRL. Each of the growth

systems was equipped with both arsenic and antimony crackers. Measurements of substrate

temperature were obtained using a thermocouple, which was in contact eituer with a

molybdenum block (in the case of indium-soldered substrates), or a heat ciffuser (in the case of

indium-free substrate mounts). In either case, thermocouple readings were calibrated to optical

pyrometer readings above 500°C. At lower substrate temperatures, a transition in the GaSb

surface reconstruction under an Sb2 flux from lx3 to lx5 was used as a point of calibration for

thermocouple readings. Nominal growth rates were calibrated via bulk film thickness

measurements and RHEED oscillations measured during homoepitaxial growth of GaAs and

InAs. A "nude" ion gauge was used to monitor the Sb2 and As2 fluxes.

Table I lists GaInSb/InAs superlattices grown and/or characterized at HRL, and buffer layers

fabricated under this contract. Characterization techniques applied to each sample are

summarized in the table. 89 superlattices were grown in all, with GalxInxSb compositions of

x--0.0-0.35, typical GaInSb layer thicknesses of 25 A, and InAs layers 25-55 A thick.

Superlattices were grown on (100)-oriented GaAs, InP, and GaSb substrates. Growth of

superlattices on GaAs or InP wafers required buffer layer schemes to relax stresses derived from

the lattice mismatch between the substrates and superlattices. Initially, some superlattices grown

on GaAs wafers employed relaxed InAs buffer layers. However, GaSb buffers were found to

yield superior structural quality, and were used exclusively after the first several growths,

regardless of the substrate. Figure 1 illustrates typical layer schemes employed in growth of the

superlattices.

Growth of samples on GaAs wafers commenced with deposition of 1000-3000 A of GaAs, at

a substrate temperature of 6000 C. A highly strained, short period superlattice was then grown.

Such a procedure has been shown previously to improve buffer layer quality in some

instances.10, 11 Initially, a five period, 2 monolayer / 2 monolayer In0.7Ga0.3As/GaAs short

period superlattice was grown at 520 0 C, followed by a 0.5 gm thick InAs buffer grown at 450-

5200 C. However, GaSb buffers were ultimately found to yield better structural quality than

5
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TABLE I. List of samples grown by molecular beam epitaxy under contract and IR&D funding. Ex situ
characterization techniques used on each sample are listed, including: x-ray diffraction (XRD), temperature
dependent Hall (Hall), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), photoluminescence (PL), spectral I
photoconductivity (PC), spectral photovoltaic (PV), optical transmission (a), and current-voltage (I-V). A
brief description of the purpose for growth of each sample is also listed.

Sample ID Ex situ Characterization Purpose

111-204 XRD,HalI,PL,PC,TEM GaSb/InAs superlattice standard for comparison

111-207 XRD GalnSb/InAs superlattice, determine growth params I
111-209 XRD Determine superlattice growth parameters

111-212 XRD Determine superlattice growth parameters

111-215 XRD Determine superlattice growth parameters
111-235 XRD Determine superlattice growth parameters

111-241 XRD Determine superlattice growth parameters

111-244 XRD Determine superlattice growth parameters

111-245 XRD Determine superlattice growth parameters

111-247 XRD Determine superlattice growth parameters I
111-250 XRD Determine superlattice growth parameters

111-262 XRD, Hall, PL, PC, TEM Determine superlattice growth params, 1st success 3
111-270 XRD, PL, PC Demonstrate 8-12 micron energy gap

111-291 XRD, PC Demonstrate 15+ micron energy gap I0
111-309 XRD GaInSb/InAs superlattice on In-free substrate
111-314 XRD, PC GalnSb/InAs superlattice on In-free substrate

111-322 XRD, PC, a Determine absorption coefficient

111-354 XRD, PC, Hall Gal.lnxSb/InAs superlattice on InP with higher xI
111-366 XRD, PC, Hall Gal.xInxSb/InAs superlattice with higher x

111-367 XRD Ga 1.xlnxSb/InAs superlattice with higher x

TCH533 XRD First GaSb growth at HRL

TCH534 XRD First GaSb growth on InP at HRL I
TCH538 XRD, Hall First GaInSb/InAs superlattice at HRL

TCH542 XRD Determine superlattice growth parameters

TCH544 XRD Determine superlattice growth parameters

TCH546 XRD Determine superlattice growth parameters

TCH564 XRD Det. growth params, 1st 8-12 micron sis at HRL 3
TCH566 XRD, Hall, PC 8-12 micron sis

TCH571 XRD Work on GaSb buffer structural quality

TCH573 XRD Work on GaSb buffer structural quality 3
TCH574 XRD 8-12 micron sis

TCH579 XRD, Hall First superlattice growth on GaSb substrate 3

6 t5I



Table I. List of samples grown by molecular beam epitaxy (Continued)

Sample ID Ex situ Characterization Purpose

TCH581 XRD Work on GaSb buffer structural quality

TCH582 XRD, Hall Work on GaSb buffer structural quality

TCH588 XRD, Hall 1st silicon doped superlattice (n-type)

TCH601 XRD, I-V 1st GalnSb/lnAs superlattice pn junction

TCH61 8 XRD, I-V, PV GalnSblInAs superlattice pn junction

TCH61 9 XRD Work on GaSb buffer structural quality

TCH631 XRD, HalI,TEM Calibration sis

TCH632 XRD Work on GaSb buffer structural quality

TCH646 XRD Work on GaSb buffer structural quality

TCH661 XRD, Hall calibration sls

TCH680 XRD calibration sis

111-397 XRD, Hall RHEED studies

TCH697 XRD calibration sis

TCH717 XRD calibration sis

TCH721 XRD, Hall AIGaSb capped sls

TCH732 XRD calibration sls

TCH749 XRD, Hall thin, siliwon doped sls

TCH750 XRD 1st superlattice on radiatively heated GaSb

TCH756 XRD, Hall superlattice with half InSb-like interfaces

TCH757 XRD determine sls growth params on rad. heat GaSb

TCH761 XRD. Hall sls with all InSb-like interfaces

TCH762 XRD, Hall, TEM superlattice on rad. heat GaSb (high structural qual.)

TCH768 XRD, Hall sis with all GalnAs-like interfaces

TCH775 XRD, Hall silicon doped sis on GaSb substrate

TCH794 XRD, Hall sis with half InSb-like, half GalnAs-like interfaces

TCH795 XRD, Hall opposite of TCH794

TCH806 XRD, Hall, PL, PC sls, working on lowering background doping

TCH823 XRD, Hall reduced strain interfaces

TCH834 XRD, Hall sis, working on lowering background doping

TCH836 XRD, Hall reduced strain interfaces

111-413 XRD RHEED studies

TCH865 XRD, Hall sis, system problem during growth

TCH887 XRD. Hall calibration sis

TCH890 XRD, Hall sis grown with GaSb cap layer

TCH893 XRD, Hall repeat of TCH890 (reproducibility check)

TCH899 XRD, Hall sis grown without growth interrupts at interfaces

7



Table I. List of samples grown by molecular beam epitaxy (Concluded)

Sample ID Ex situ Characterization Purpose

TCH901 XRD, Hall sis. working on lowering background dopingI

TCH902 XRD, Hall sis with GainAs-like interfaces and GaSb cap

TCH903 XRD, Hall sis with As-soak at each interface111-30 RD, allRHEE stdie
111-432 XRD, Hall RHEED studies
111-433 XRD, Hall RHEED studies

111-437 XRD, Hall RHEED studies3

111-451 XRD. Hall RHEED studies

SbO12 XRD, Hall determine superlattice growth params on VG system

SbO16 XRD, Hall calibration sis
SbOl 8 XRD, Hall ,a thick sls for optical transmission measurements
Sb021 XRD, I-N superlattice pn junction with AIGaSb(p) cap layer

Sb022 XRD, INV superlattice pn junction with GaSb(p) cap layer

Sb025 XRD, INV superlattice pn junction with GaSb(p) cap layer

Sb026 XRD, Hall sls, GalnSb layers doped with silicon

SbO27 XRD, Hall superlattice with AIGaSb(p) cladding layers

Sb028 XRD, Hall sls, working on lowering background doping

SbO3O XRD. Hall, a thick sis for optical transmission measurement

SbO31 XRD. Hall thick sls; with lnSb-like interfaces

Sb033 XRD, Hall sls with nearly lnSb-like interfaces

Sb036 XRD, Hall sls with lnSb-like interfaces5

SbO43 XRD, Hall calibration sls

SbO45 XRD, Hall reproducibility check and calibration sis

SbO46 XRD. Hall sls, working on lowering background doping

Sb048 XRD, Hall sis with lnSb-like interfaces

Sb053 XRD, INV GaSb pn junction

Sb055 XRD, Hall sls, working on lowering background doping

Sb057 XRD, Hall superlattice with GaSb spacer layers

SbO61 XRD, Hall sls, GalnSb layers doped with siliconI

Sb062 XRD GaSb on GaSb(n) substrate (test pregrowth prep)

Sb063 XRD superlattice with GaSb spacer layers

Sb065 XRD, I-V superlattice n on p junction

8



InAs/Ga In Sb 0 InAs/Ga In SbIn~s -x O.SF~m1-x x

superlattice superlattice

InAs 0.5 Aim GaSb

Ino.7Gao .As/GaAs 5 periods GaSb/GaAs

superlattice, 2mL/2mL 10 periods/ superlattice, lmL/lmL

GaAs 0.3 /um GaAs

GaAs GaAs

substrate substrate

Figure 1. Schematic layer diagram, illustrating buffer layer schemes used to grow GalnSb/InAs superlattices
on (100) GaAs substrates.

InAs. For these buffers, the short period superlattice was achieved through a ten period, 1

monolayer / 1 monolayer, GaSb/GaAs growth sequence, at 520 0 C. The GaSb buffer overlying

this superlattice was grown to a typical thickness of 0.5-1.0 gxm. Gradual lowering of the

substrate temperature, from 450-420 0 C, was found to yield the best structural quality for the

buffer.

Superlattices grown on InP wafers employed the same layer sequence as those grown on

GaAs substrates, with the exception that the first buffer layer deposited was Gao.47In0. 5 3As,

rather than GaAs, grown at a temperature of 520 0 C. The elaborate layered buffer scheme was

unnecessary for samples grown on GaSb substrates; these superlattices were grown on GaSb

buffers overlying the substrates without intervening layers. The choice of GaSb as a top buffer

layer material, regardless of the substrate, was made because of the intermediate value of the

lattice constant of GaSb with respect to the two constituent materials of the Gal.xlnxSb/lnAs

superlattice.

9



Samples grown on lattice mismatched substrates displayed spotty RHEED patterns. I
indicative of a three-dimensional growth mode, almost immediately upon commencement of the

short period buffer superlattice. However, streaky RHEED patterns were recovered within the I
first 100 A of growth of the overlying 0.5 gtm GaSb buffer. A lx3 RHEED pattern was observed
throughout the deposition of the GaSb buffer layers, which were observed to be stress relaxed i

(free standing) as determined by x-ray diffraction.
Growth was completed by deposition of a Gal.xlnxSb/InAs superlattice on top of the buffer

layer. Substrate temperatures ranging from 350 0 C to 450 0 C were explored for the
Gal.xlnxSb/InAs superlattices, with best results obtained at approximately 380-3900 C. Above

3700C, Gal.xInxSb and InAs displayed lx3 and lx2 surface reconstructions, respectively, as

observed via RHEED patterns during growth of the superlattices. For substrate temperatures

below approximately 370 0 C, a transition to a 1 x5 RHEED pattern was observed during growth I
interrupts (in an Sb flux) on Gal-xlnxSb surfaces. By providing a readily observed reference

point, this transition allowed superlattice growth temperatures to be set reproducibly from one
growth to another, in a temperature regime inaccessible in practice to an optical pyrometer.

Superlattices grown at higher temperatures showed two problems: above 400°C. smooth 5
growth fronts deteriorated, leaving hazy, rough surfaces; and as growth temperature increased,
As incorporation was found to rise to appreciable levels. The requirement of low growth
temperatures to avoid morphological problems in the superlattices may be a consequence of I
strain and/or interdiffusion in these structures; InAs and Gal.xlnxSb films with excellent surface

morphologies can be grown at temperatures as high as 525 and 450 0 C, respectively. By contrast, R
As incorporation in the antimonide layers appears to be a bulk phenomenon. GaSb films grown

(using a cracked Sb source) in an As background produced by a hot, shuttered, As cracker. 3
showed substantial cross-incorporation (7-30%) of As over the substrate temperature range
450-530 0 C. Lower substrate temperatures were found to yield lesser degrees of 5
As-incorporation; at a substrate temperature of approximately 425 0 C, as was virtually eliminated

from the GaSb. These results suggest that: I
(i) increased coverage of Sb on the GaSb surface occurs as the substrate temperature is

lowered, and 3
(ii) the As-sticking coefficient is more strongly dependent on surface composition (Sb-

coverage) than substrate temperature over the temperature range studied here. 3
The effects of increased Sb-surface coverage would be enhanced if As4 molecules dominate the

As-background pressure when the As shutter is closed, since adjacent lattice sites are required for
incorporation of AsN into GaAs. 12 .13 Based upon the structural analysis described in Section 3.1,.

I
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we estimate the cross-incorporation of arsenic in the Gal.xlnxSb layers of typical superlattices to

be no greater than 1%.

In addition to examining growth conditions for superlattices of particular layer thicknesses

and compositions, control of the interfacial chemistry in these structures was explored. Two

types of interfaces are possible in, e.g., a (100) GaSb/InAs superlattice: an "InSb-like" interface.

in which planes of atoms are stacked in the growth direction as follows:

.. *Ga Sb Ga Sb In As In As In As In Sb Ga Sb Ga

or a "GaAs-like" interface:

... Ga Sb Ga As In As In As In As In As Ga Sb Ga ...

Control of the interfacial chemistry was examined by using different shuttering sequences and

interrupts during growth. In this study, all of the superlattices consisted nominally of 8

monolayers (25 A) of GaO.7 5 InO.25Sb and 13 monolayers (39 A) of InAs. 80 period superlattices

were grown, yielding samples roughly 0.5 gm thick. Superlattices with these parameters, in
which growth was interrupted (no group-III flux) in an Sb2 flux for 5 seconds at each interface,

had previously been shown to have energy gaps near 110 meV (I I gm).

Figure 2 depicts the shutter sequences used to produce superlattices with Gao.751no.25As-like

and InSb-like interfaces. In the case of Gao.7 51n0.25As-like interfaces, deposition of each 13

monolayer thick InAs layer was followed by a 5 second "soak" in As in an attempt to terminate

the layer with As atoms. A I x2 RHEED pattern was observed during both the InAs layer and As

soak. Next, the As shutter was closed, and the Ga and In shutters opened (without an

accompanying group-V flux) for the time required for deposition of one monolayer of

GaO.751n0.25. This step resulted in a transformation of the RHEED pattern to 4x4 (presumably a

metal rich surface reconstruction). The Sb shutter was then opened for the time needed to deposit

6 monolayers of GaO.751n0.25Sb (nominally resulting in 6 ML of Gao.751no.25 separating 7ML of

Sb), and closed again for the time required for a single monolayer of GaO.751n0.25. The

characteristic lx3 RHEED pattern observed during growth of the GaO.7 5Ino.25 Sb layer was

transformed to a 4xl pattern (again due to a metal rich reconstruction) when the Sb shutter was

closed. The sample was then soaked for 5 seconds in an As flux, resulting in a I x3 RHEED

pattern, prior to the next 13 monolayer InAs deposition.
In the case of InSb-like interfaces, deposition of each 8 monolayer thick GaO.75Ino.25Sb layer

was followed by a 5 second soak in Sb. A transformation from lx3 to 1x5 in surface

reconstruction was observed during the Sb soak. Next, the Sb shutter was closed, and the In

11
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Figure 2. MBE shutter sequences used to fabricate (a) GaInAs-like interfaces, and (b) InSb-like interfaces. I
Solid bars indicate time periods during which shutters were open.

shutter opened for the time needed to deposit a monolayer of In, resulting in a return to a 1 x3
RHEED pattern. The As shutter was then opened for the time needed to deposit 11 monolayers

of InAs (nominally resulting in 11 monolayers of In separating 12 monolayers of As), and closed
again for the time required for a single monolayer of In. The lx2 RHEED pattern observed

during growth of the InAs layer was transformed to a 2x4 pattern when the As shutter was 1
closed. The sample was then soaked for 5 seconds in an Sb flux, resulting in a lx3 RHEED
pattern, prior to the next 8 monolayer Ga0 .75 In0 .25 Sb deposition. j

In addition to Gal.xlnxSb/InAs superlattices with all InSb-like interfaces and all Gal-xInxAs-

like interfaces, samples were grown to have InSb-like GaInSb on InAs interfaces, and GaInAs- 3
like InAs on GaInSb interfaces, and vice versa (i.e., GaInAs-like interfaces for GaInSb layers
grown on InAs, and InSb-like interfaces at the termination of InAs layers). A superlattice with

an intermediate interfacial composition was also grown, by depositing group-III monolayers of
average composition at the interfaces (e.g., by sandwiching 0.5 ML of In and 0.5 ML of
GaO.751n0.25 between Sb-terminated GaO.75In 0.25Sb and As-terminated InAs layers). 3

1
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The total group-III deposition time was preserved in all cases in this sample set, ensuring that

the number of monolayers in each superlattice period was unaffected by the choice of interfacial

composition. As described in Section 3. 1, these interfacial schemes each proved to influence the

interfacial chemistry, and allowed the sensitivities of superlattice properties to the nature of the

interfaces to be isolated.

2.2 DOPING

The ability to dope an infrared material both p-type and n-type is necessary for the realization

of photovoltaic detectors. III-V semiconductors benefit considerably from the availability of

well-behaved substitutional impurity dopants. For III-V MBE growth, silicon and beryllium are

by far the most popular dopants. Silicon has been demonstrated to be a well behaved p-type

dopant for GaSb, 14 while it is an n-type dopant for InAs. Beryllium is known to be an acceptor

for all of the conventional III-V compounds. Hence, it should be possible to dope Gal -

xlnxSb/InAs superlattices p-type by codeposition of Be during growth of either or both

constituent layers, or by codeposition of Si during growth of Gal-xlnxSb layers only (assuming

that the diffusion of Si atoms is limited). Conversely, codeposition of Si during growth of InAs

layers should result in an n-type superlattice. We have observed well-behaved n-type doping of

Gal.xlnxSb/InAs superlattices via this in situ Si technique at levels up to 1018 cm-3. Higher

levels of n-type doping have not yet been attempted, and are probably unnecessary for

photovoltaic detectors.

Although intentional doping in Gal.xlnxSb/InAs superlattices is straightforward, achieving

low background (unintentional) carrier concentrations has required more study. Low carrier

concentrations are highly desirable as Auger lifetimes and depietion lengths are strong functions

of carrier densities. In superlattices grown in the Perkin Elmer MBE machines at Hughes and

Caltech, we consistently observed background p-type doping, with carrier concentrations of

approximately 5x10 16 cm-3 at low temperatures. We speculate that the Perkin Elmer -grown

superlattices suffer from p-type centers derived from arsenic cell impurities. Superlattices grown

in HRL's VG machine now routinely attain uncompensated background doping levels of 4x10 15

cm-3, n-type. While HgCdTe can be grown in the 1014 cm- 3 -range, the larger Auger cross-

sections in the bulk II-VI material more than compensate for this advantage of lower background

doping levels. Additional reductions in the background carrier concentrations of the

GalnSb/InAs superlattices should further reduce impact ionization rates below those of HgCdTe;

this is the subject of ongoing work.

Several photojunctions have been grown to date, employing a variety of schemes to achieve a

built-in electric field. Characteristics of these samples are described in Section 4.1.

13
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Section3 3
PHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION

OF GaInSb/InAs SUPERLATTICES I
3.1 STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES

Thorough x-ray diffraction analysis was applied to each of the GaInSb/InAs superlattices

grown under this contract, yielding extensive information on layer thicknesses and compositions,

strain levels, interdiffusion, and crystallinity. Structural data derived from this technique were, in

some cases, supplemented by optical and transmission electron microscopy.

Structural characterization was essential in identifying conditions under which high quality

GaInSb/InAs superlattices could be grown. In particular, the growth conditions described in

Section 2.1 yielded structures which were highly planar, regular, and uniform across a 2 in. wafer

(although the latter property is more often dependent on MBE architecture than growth

conditions). No evidence of interdiffusion was found in samples grown at these low

temperatures. Consistent with the extensive literature describing growth on lattice mismatched

substrates, we found threading dislocation densities of 107-109 cm- 3 in superlattices grown on

GaAs or InP substrates. (To date, we have not found these appreciable dislocation densities to

affect electrical or optical properties of the superlattices.) Samples grown on GaSb substrates
were of extraordinarily high quality; the observation of Pendellosung fringes in x-ray diffraction

spectra and the complete absence of dislocations in plan-view or cross-sectional TEM !
demonstrate the outstanding structural quality of these superlattices, despite the 2 percent lattice

mismatch between Ga0.81n0.2Sb and InAs. i

Experimental x-ray rocking curves or theta/two-theta scans were analyzed in two ways. The

period and average perpendicular lattice constant of a superlattice was calculated based upon the

separation of satellite peaks and the position of the zeroth-order superlattice peak, respectively.

Combining this information with the known MBE shutter opening times uniquely specified the
layer thicknesses and compositions for a given superlattice. For samples in which cross-

incorporation of group-V's was an issue (e.g. incorporation of As in nominally GaInSb layers), or

in which the interfacial chemistry was unknown, additional information could be extracted by
fitting the experimental diffraction data using a sophisticated kinematical simulation.

Typical 8/28 x-ray diffraction data from superlattices grown on GaAs and InP substrates are

shown in Figure 3. Peaks are bimodal due to the Cu Kct doublet x-ray source. In addition to the

substrate and buffer layer peaks (GaAs and GaSb; and InP, InGaAs, and GaSb), zeroth and n

higher-order superlattice satellite peaks are clearly visible. The intensities of the superlattice

satellite peaks are in excellent agreement with those predicted by a kinematical theory. The 5
14 i
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widths of the peaks are limited by the resolution of the x-ray diffractometer used here, although I
the washing-out of the Kcal - K(X2 doublet indicates the presence of extended structural defects

(i.e. threading and misfit dislocations). The intensity and narrowness of higher-order satellite

peaks is indicative of highly regular superlattice growth with limited interdiffusion between

layers. 15  3
A cross-sectional transmission electron micrograph from one of our superlattices is shown in

Figure 4. Inset in the figure is a [011] zone axis electron diffraction pattern from the specimen,

exhibiting clear superlattice satellites around (200}, ( 111 ), and (022J diffraction spots. The

highly planar and regular nature of the layers is apparent from the micrograph, as is the absence

of threading or misfit dislocations. Since we were unable to image any dislocations in any cross-

sectional micrographs, despite scanning the sample in search of defects, plan-view samples were
prepared to obtain an estimate of the dislocation density. The complete absence of dislocations I
observable in plan-view placed an upper bound of 105 cm- 2 on the dislocation density in this

superlattice. 3
An x-ray rocking curve for one of the superlattices is shown in Figure 5. An envelope of

sharp (004)-like superlattice peaks is apparent, in addition to the (004) diffraction peak arising
from the GaSb substrate. The outstanding structural quality of the superlattice is evidenced by

the considerable amplitude of higher order superlattice peaks, and by the absence of appreciable

broadening of the satellites; interdiffusion would broaden and lower the intensity of higher order I
satellites, while dislocations could be expected to widen each of the observed peaks. An

additional indication of high structural quality comes from the presence of Pendellosung fringes,

illustrated in Figure 6. These fringes are evident on the 0, ±1, and ±2 superlattice peaks. Those

illustrated here are from the zeroth-order peak. Pendellosung fringes are observed only in 3
exceptionally planar and regular heterostructures. This is, to our knowledge, the first observation

of finite thickness fringes in a semiconductor heterostructure with this great a lattice mismatch 5
between constituents (1.9 percent).

As shown in Figures 5 and 6, the data are in excellent agreement with a kinematical

diffraction model. The calculated diffraction corresponds to a 28 A/33 A Ga0.8In0.2Sb/InAs I
superlattice with a 78 percent InSb character to the interfaces. This fraction yielded the best fit to

the data (the calculated diffraction was highly sensitive to the interfacial composition), and was

consistent with layer thicknesses in good agreement with those anticipated from independent

calibrations of the MBE growth rates. The InSb-rich nature of the interfaces was plausible in this 5
sample, as an Sb flux was maintained during the 5 second interrupt in group-IlI flux imposed at

each of the interfaces. g

I
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Figure 4. Cross-sectional transmission electron micrograph and electron diffraction from a (ialnSb/InAs
superlattice, illustrating the uniform and dislocation-free character of the epilayer.
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Figure 5. Comparison of experimental and theoretical x-ray rocking curve diffraction from a GaInSb/InAs
superlattice grown on a GaSh substrate.
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Diffraction from superlattices with GaInAs- and InSb-like interfaces is compared in Figure 7.
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chemistry, this shift is a direct measure of the effectiveness of growth interrupts and shuttering
sequences in determining this chemistry. The plot of zeroth-order lattice constant versus nominal

interface composition, shown in Figure 8, illustrates the considerable influence of various growth

schemes in determining the nature of the interfaces. Intrinsic differences in the infrared response

of these structures are discussed in Section 3.3.

3.2 OPTICAL PROPERTIES
Spectrally resolved phoireonductive measurements were made on many of the GaInSbhInAs

superlattices grown under this contract. In addition, selected samples were examined by

photoluminescence and optical transmission spectroscopy. The experiments were used towt

enumerate the dependences of energy band gap on layer thicknesses and compositions, and to

determine the magnitude and abruptness of the LWIR absorption edges. It was established thate5

8-12 g~m gaps could be readily obtained for modest superlattice layer thicknesses and strains.

Crisp absorption thresholds were obtained in these structures, and absorption coefficientsi3

comparable to those of HgCdTe were obtained. Our contract effort in this area was

183
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Figure 8. Plot of zeroth order d-spacing versus nominal interracial lattice constant for five GaInSb/InAs
superlattices. Sample A = all GaInAs-like interfaces, B = all InSb-like interfaces, C = GalnAs like interfaces
for InAs on GaInSb and InSb-like interfaces for GalnSb grown on InAs, D = opposite of sample C, E = A
intermediate interfacial composition. The data show a clear correlation between average interatomic spacing
and nominal interfacial composition.

complemented by modeling work carried out under internal research and development funds,

which enabled us to correlate experimental band structure results with theory. I
Spectrally resolved measurements were made on a Bomem Fourier Transform Infrared

(FTIR) spectrometer. In the case of the photoluminescence experiment, a double modulation

technique was necessary to discriminate signals from the substantial 300 K blackbody

background. 16 An Ar+ laser or AIGaAs laser diode pump was used for these measurements.

modulated at 40 kHz. Signals were detected by an InSb or a HgCdTe detector cooled to 77 K, or I
by a Si:As detector operating at 4.2 K.

Photoluminescence spectra from three samples are shown in Figure 9. Consistent with

previous work on GaSb/InAs superlattices,17 we associate the prominent luminescence peaks

from our samples with transitions across the fundamental conduction to heavy hole valence band 5
gap. In the case of the GaSb/InAs superlattice, luminescence was only detected for high pump

power densities (>3500 W/cm 2); the intensity of this optical pump likely contributed to the

observed broadening, leading us to associate the energy gap with the low energy luminescence

edge. However, in the case of the 25 A/25 A Gao.75In0.25Sb/InAs superlattice, luminescence was

obtained with a 70 mW AlGaAs laser diode pump. The approximately Gaussian shape of the

emission peak from this sample suggests a random variation in superlattice parameters, leading
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us to associate the band gap with the luminescence peak energy in this sample. Consistent with

this interpretation, the 30 meV width of the luminescence peak coincides with the change in

superlattice energy gap expected from a single monolayer fluctuation in InAs well thickness (the

gap is less sensitive to changes in Gal.xInxSb layer thickness). Although we have demonstrated

sample-to-sample growth to be reproducibile to better than 0.1 A in superlattice period, discrete

interfacial fluctuations of one monolayer can be expected in samples grown by MBE in a two-

dimensional growth mode in which surface atomic mobilities are high. 18

Energy band gaps were also determined by spectrally resolving the photoconductive

responses of these and other GaInSbfInAs superlattices. Mesa structures were patterned using

photolithography, with an etch stopping within the superlattice, near the buffer layer interface.

Aluminum contacts were evaporated on the top and base of the mesas, and photocurrent

measured for backside illumination under an applied bias. Figure 10 illustrates the clear

photoconductive thresholds observed in five of the samples.

Photoconductive measurements yielded energy gaps in good agreement with those derived

from photoluminescence, and yielded the energy gaps of superlattices not showing clear

luminescence. Figure 10 clearly illustrates the dependence of superlattice energy gap on the InSb

fraction x, and the thickness of the InAs layers. As shown in the figure, a photoconductive

threshold beyond 15 g±m was observed in a 45 A/28 A Gao.751no.25Sb/InAs superlattice. Longer
wavelengths could be obtained either by further increasing layer thicknesses, or by increasing x,

Ga_,-1 nSb/InAs SLS PHOTOLUMINESCENCE

x=O
T=5K 28.1/28A

z
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2x5!J/25k
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Figure 9. Photoluminescence spectra from three Gal.xlnx SbfInAs superlattices.
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Figure 10. Spectrally resolved photoconductivity from Gal.xInx SbflnAs superlattice mesa structures. 1

the In content within the antimonide layers. Experimental confirmation of these long wavelength

energy gaps in superlattices of layer thicknesses of 45 A and less was important as it showed that

far infrared response is compatible with thin layers in this material system. As the type-II band

alignment localizes electrons and holes in dissimilar layers, large absorption coefficients were

only predicted for thin layer structures, in which the electron-hole overlap remains high.
Table 2 compares theoretical and experimental energy gaps of some of the first superlattices

grown under this contract. A column has been added to the table to identify the extent of arsenic 3
incorporation in our antimonide layers, which initially posed a problem in the growth of these

samples. Superlattice energy gaps derived from photoluminescence are in excellent agreement 5
with those inferred from photoconductivity measurements, and are close to those calculated from

a two band k • p model. Reasonable agreement between our experimental results and calculated

gaps appears to validate the assumption of a 560 meV InAs/GaSb band offset, and a small

InSb/GaSb valence band offset.
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Table 2. Comparison of energy band gaps derived from photoluminescence, photoconductivity, and theory

for the InAs/Gal.xlnxSb superlattices examined here.

Layer Thickness (A) Energy gap (meV)

InAs Ga1 .xlnSb1 .yAsy x y PL PC Theory

28 28 0 0.07 330 ± 10 350 ± 10 320

25 25 0.25 0.08 240 ± 10 250 ± 10 280

37 25 0.25 0.05 150 ±:10 170 ± 10 180

41 25 0.25 0 110±10 110

45 28 0.25 0 .80±10 100

Experimental and theoretical absorption spectra for a 41 A/25 A Gao.75In 0.25Sb/InAs

superlattice are shown in Figure 11. The calculated spectrum was derived from a two-band tight-

binding model. As is apparent from the figure, both the observed energy gap of 108 meV and the

measured absorption coefficient are in excellent agreement with theory. The superlattice

absorption edge is abrupt, attaining a value of approximately 2000 cm-1 at 10 mi. As this value

is comparable to that of bulk HgCdTe with the same gap, it is a promising result for detectors

based on Gal.xInxSb/InAs superlattices. In addition, the magnitude of this absorption is

consistent with the prediction that the perpendicular electron effective mass in the superlattice is

greater than that of HgCdTe. Although the oscillator strengths in these type-Il superlattices are

expected to be smaller than those of HgCdTe, comparable absorption coefficients were predicted

due to the higher density of states associated with larger effective masses in the superlattices. 19

As described in Section 1.1, these larger effective masses present potential for improved

performance over HgCdTe, as they could suppress tunneling responsible for leakage currents in

present detectors.

3.3 ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

Electrical characteristics of GalnSb/InAs superlattices were routinely determined by Hall

analysis. Nominally undoped samples grown in the VG MBE machine were typically found to

be n-type, with background carrier concentrations in the mid-to-high-10 15 cm- 3 range (as low as

3 x 1015 cm- 3) at low temperatures, and in-plane electron mobilities between 500-6000 cm2 /V-

sec. Unintentional background doping in superlattices grown in the Perkin-Elmer systems was

usually p-type, in the mid-10 16 cm- 3 range, with typical in-plane mobilities of several hundred

cm 2/V-sec. Effective n-type substitutional doping of the superlattices to 1018 cm- 3 levels was

found to be possible through codeposition of Si during growth of the InAs layers. Last, by

examining intrinsic carrier concentrations (i.e. at elevated temperatures), it was possible to

estimate superlattice energy gaps. This enabled comparison of energy gaps in superlattices
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Figure 11. Experimental and theoretical absorption coefficients (solid and broken lines, respectively) for a I
25 A/41A GaInSb/InAs superlattice.

differing only in interfacial chemistry, confirming a calculated shift to longer wavelengths for m

structures with InSb-like interfaces.

Hall measurements were performed in a variable temperature cryostat, allowing carrier I
concentrations and mobilities to be determined over the range 5 - 360 K. Samples were probed

in a van der Pauw geometry. Typical data are shown in Figure 12, for an 8 monolayer/ 5
13 monolayer Gao.75In0.25SbIlnAs superlattice grown in the VG machine. While carrier freeze-

out is not observed at low temperatures, the concentration drops to -3 x 1013 cm- 3, n-type.

Measurements at higher temperatures continue to be dominated by electrons, despite the presence

of holes, due to the substantially greater mobility of electrons.

The narrow energy gaps of GaInSb/InAs superlattices result in intrinsic carrier concentrations

in unintentionally doped samples at higher temperatures (>250 K). Examination of the

temperature activation of this carrier population yields an estimate of a sample's energy gap. In
particular, neglecting the dependences of energy gap and effective density of states on

temperature, the number of intrinsic carriers n' is proportional to exp (-Eg/2kT), where Eg is the

energy gap of the superlattice.

I
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Figure 12. Temperature dependence of carrier concentration and mobility in an 8 ML/13 ML GaInSb/InAs
superlattice.

Figure 13 is a semilog plot of measured intrinsic carrier concentration versus 1000/T for

GaInSb/InAs superlattices with InSb-like and GaInAs-like interfaces. The data show that a

superlattice with InSb-like interfaces has a higher intrinsic carrier concentration than a sample

with GaInAs-like interfaces, consistent with a smaller energy gap. Furthermore, the slopes of the

two data groups differ by about 20 percent, which is consistent with a difference of 25 meV in

energy gap. The observed dependence of energy gap on interfacial chemistry is in accord with

intuitive expectations: superlattices with relatively wide gap interfacial compounds (in this case

InGaAs) should show larger energy gaps than equivalent structures in which these monolayers

are replaced by a narrow gap material (e.g. strained InSb).

While low temperature Hall measurements of GaInSb/InAs superlattices grown in the Perkin-

Elmer machine generally revealed unintentional p-type background concentrations in the 1016

cm- 3 range, the superlattice with GaInAs-like interfaces displayed n-type carrier concentrations

at low temperatures. Possible explanations for this observation include the formation of a surface

inversion layer, or the creation of As antisite defects.
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Section 4
PHOTOVOLTAIC DETECTOR STRUCTURES

Photovoltaic detectors are attractive for focal plane array applications due to their low power

consumption. These devices depend upon a p-n junction formed within the active infrared

material, creating a built-in electric field which sweeps minority carriers across the junction.

Photogenerated signals near zero bias are then detected with minimal dark current. Rudimentary

Gai.xlnxSb/InAs superlattice photuvoltaic detectors have been fabricated under this contract.

demonstrating the suitability of these materials for applications requiring these devices.

4.1 PHOTOVOLTAIC SAMPLES

Table 1 includes brief descriptions of seven photovoltaic device structures grown by MBE

under this contract (TCH601, TCH618, Sb021, Sb022, Sb025, SbO53, Sb065). All of the

samples contain Gal.xlnxSb/InAs superlattice active layers except Sb053; that sample is a GaSb

p-n junction grown as a processing standard. Figure 14 is a schematic layer diagram depicting

the layer sequence used for samples TCH601 and TCH618. The active device layers were

deposited on thick, undoped GaSb buffer layers atop GaAs substrates. Samples were grown by

the method described in Section 2. Although this approach yields Gal. xlnxSb/InAs superlattices

with high threading dislocation densities relative to those grown on GaSb substrates, it has the

advantage of providing an optically transparent substrate for backside detector illumination. An

n-type Gal .xlnxSb/InAs superlattice, doped by codepositing silicon during the InAs layers, forms

the bottom contact for the structure. This n-type layer is 2500 A thick, with n = I x 1018cm- 3. A

highly conductive bottom contact layer is important for this device structure to minimize the

effects of parasitic in-plane resistance. An undoped, 2500 A thick Gal.xlnxSb/InAs superlattice

is then deposited on the doped contact layer. The background doping of this layer is

approximately 5 x 101 6cm- 3, p-type, in samples TCH601 and TCH618, resulting in a p--n+

superlattice junction.

Samples Sb021, Sb022, and Sb025 differ from the structure depicted in Figure 14 in two

significant features: (i) the undoped superlattice layer is n-type (approximately 5 x 10 15cm- 3)

and is 5000 A thick, and (ii) a heavily doped p-type A10. 15Ga0 .85Sb or GaSb layer is deposited as

a cap, forming a p+-n- heterojunction between the cap and undoped superlattice layers. Sample

Sb065 is an n- on p+ heterojunction sample grown by heavily doping the GaSb buffer layer

p-type and then depositing an undoped superlattice (background n-type) followed by a heavily

n-type doped superlattice.
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Figure 14. Schematic layer diagram for photovoltaic superlattice structures TCH601 and TCH618. 3

4.2 DEVICE PROCESSING 3
4.2.1 Chemical Etching

Although the majority of the diode fabrication effort under this contract has been devoted to 5
the development of a dry etching process (described below), some rudimentary devices have

been fabricated by wet chemical etching. The procedure used is as follows: (i) an array of

1000 A thick, gold contacts, ranging in size from 5 x 5 pim to 20 x 20 gim is defined by

conventional photolithographic liftoff, (ii) mesas are formed by etching in Br 2 :HBr:H 20 3
(0.5:100:100) for approximately 30 seconds, with the gold contacts acting as a mask for the etch,

and (iii) a large area "back"contact is deposited on the etched surface. The targeted etch depth is

sufficient to isolate the pn junction without removing a large fraction of the bottom conductive

layer. Although this process is useful because of its expediency, it is unsatisfactory in several

regards: (i) the etched surface is roughened significantly, (ii) trenching occurs around the mesas,

and (iii) there is no sidewall passivation for the diodes.

2
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Devices fabricated by the preceding procedure are suitable for current-voltage testing in a low
temperature probe station. A similar procedure has been used to make larger devices
(60 x 160 4m) for photovoltaic response measurements. These larger device sizes are required
for wirebonding to packages compatible with optical characterization equipment. Figure 15 is a

top view photograph of an array of these devices, two of which have been wirebonded for testing.

The only distinction between the two procedures is the use of a different mask in defining the

gold contacts.

4.2.2 Plasma Etching
A dry etching process is desirable for controllable and reproducible photodiode fabrication.

Investigations of CH-14 /H2 plasma etching of Gal.xlnxSb/InAs superlattices have been performed

under this contract, using a PlasmaLab etching system built by Plasma Technology. A variety of
masking schemes and etching parameters have been studied. It was determined that aluminum-

on-silicon nitride forms an ideal mask for the plasma etch process by simultaneously preventing
charging of the wafer surface and metal-semiconductor alloying during etching. Optimal plasma

etching was observed for total pressures of 50 mTorr, CH4 /H2 ratios of 0.5, and a total RF power
of 150 W. Figure 16 is a scanning electron microscope photograph of a vertical sidewall
produced by this technique. Under the appropriate conditions, etched surfaces remain planar
with a nearly constant etch rate. Figure 17 is a plot of mesa height vs. time for a 5000 A thick

Ga0. 75 1n(0. 25Sb(8ML)/InAs(13ML) superlattice etched in a CI-14/H2 plasma. The superlattice was
grown on a thick GaSb buffer layer, and capped with 1000 A of GaSb. The figure reveals that

the etch rate for GaSb is approximately half that for the superlattice.

Figure 15. Array of photovoltaic superlattice devices. Mesas are 60 X 160 pmn in size.
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Figure 16. Scanning electron micrograph showing a vertical sidewall achieved by plasma etching.
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Figure 17. Etch depth vs. time for a GaInSbIlnAs superlattice in a CH 4 /H2 plasma.
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A photodiode fabrication procedure has been designed, incorporating the CH4/H 2 plasma
etching process: (i) an Al-on-SiN mask is created by evaporation and plasma deposition.
respectively, followed by conventional photolithographic patterning and CF4 plasma etching, (ii)

mesas are formed by the CH4/H 2 plasma etching process, (iii) the Al on SiN mask is removed in

HF, (iv) gold contacts are deposited on the mesa tops and etched surfaces by photolithographic

liftoff, (v) SiN is deposited and patterned with via holes to the mesa tops and etched surface

contacts, (vi) gold contact metal pads are deposited on the SiN, overlapping the via holes, and
(vii) a gold "guard" metal contact is deposited. Steps (v) and (vii) of the procedure are intended

to provide a means for altering the surface potential along the mesa sidewalls as an investigative

tool for surface passivation. These steps may be omitted from the procedure for straightforward

low temperature probing measurements.

4.2.3 Ion Implantation

A brief study of doping by ion implantation of silicon into Gal -xlnxSb/InAs superlattices has

been performed under this contract. Figure 18 is a plot of carrier sheet concentration vs. rapid

thermal annealing temperature for two different implanta.ion doses into a 2500 A thick
GaInSb/InAs superlattice with a p-type background sheet concentration of 8 x 101 1cm-2 . X-ray

diffraction scans revealed no change in superlattice structural quality up to the maximum

temperature shown in Figure 18 for annealing times of 30 seconds. At the lower implantation

dos¢, the figure shows nearly ideal implant activation for annealing at 450*C, with an excess of

donors generated at 5000C. The data for the higher implantation dose reveals strong p-type

doping behavior for the 4500 C anneal, with n-type behavior attained at higher annealing

temperatures.

4.3 DIODE TESTING

4.3.1 TCH-Series Photodiodes

As discussed previously, background doping levels in the nominally undoped superlattice

layers of samples TCH601 and TCH618 were an order of magnitude higher than in photodiode

samples grown more recently. Diodes fabricated from these samples by the wet chemical process
described in Section 4.2.1 displayed leaky current-voltage behavior down to 77 K (although

significant temperature dependence was observed). A strong parasitic resistance effect, due to in-
plane transport through the 2500 A thick bottom contact layer, was observed even for device

sizes as small as 5 x 5 gtm. Despite these poor I-V results, it was possible to observe and

characterize the photoresponse of 60 x 160 g±m diodes. Figure 19 displays the photovoltaic

spectral response observed from a diode fabricated from sample TCH618; the data were obtained

by positioning the diode as a detector in the Bomem FTIR spectrometer. The figure shows a

photovoltaic threshold near 12 ýLm, consistent with the energy gap expected in this superlattice.
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4.3.2 Sb-Series Samples

More recent p-n junction samples (Sb021, Sb022, Sb025, and Sb065) have displayed
significantly improved I-V behavior relative to TCH601 and TCH618. The improvement is most
likely attributal le to a reduction in background doping level in the superlattice active layer, and

the addition of a slight heterojunction barrer between p-type GaSb and the n-type superlattice.
Figure 20 is an I-V curve taken at 77 K from a 5 x 5 pm device on sample Sb025. The device
was fabricated by the wet chemical etching process described in Section 4.2.1. The curve

displays a forward bias threshold near 80 mV, and a reverse bias breakdown voltage greater than
300 mV. R0A for the device is 0.1 K2-cm 2, approximately two orders of magnitude lower than

state-of-the-art HgCdTe with a 12 pm cutoff wavelength. As noted in Section 4.2.1, the wet

chemical process used to fabricate these devices has significant drawbacks (e.g., no passivation);
we anticipate dramatic improvements in device performance with the development of a complete

fabrication procedure.

I

I
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Figure 20. 77K current-voltage characteristic for a 5 x 5 pim PV device fabricated from sample Sb025. The
device showed an ROA of 0.1 flCM2 and a cutoff wavelength of 12 ýLm
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Section 5
SUMMARY 3

In summary, we have grown high-quality Gal-xlnxSb/InAs superlattices by MBE and have 3
demonstrated their potential for LWIR detector applications. Superlattices grown on GaSb

substrates are essentially dislocation-free, show no evidence of interdiffusion, and benefit from

submonolayer uniformity control. Our current growth techniques yield n-type background

doping in the low-to-mid 1015 cm- 3 range (uncompensated). We have shown that thin layer I
(25-50 A) Gal.xlnxSb/InAs superlattices have cutoff wavelengths spanning the infrared, with

absorption coeffients comparable to those of Hgl.xCdxTe. Predictions of appreciable effective

masses in the superlattices are supported by these measurements, and have been confirmed by

independent magneto-optical experiments. Initial unpassivated 12 p.m photovoltaic devices show

RoA's of 0.1 f-cm2 , approximately two orders of magnitude lower than those of comparable 3
HgCdTe. We anticipate that efforts to passivate and further develop the processing of these

devices will lead to significantly improved detectors. At present, GaInSb/InAs superlattices 3
appear to be the only innovative IR detector structures offering the tunability and performance of

HgCdTe at operating temperatures significantly exceeding current technology. Compounded

with benefits derived from a mature III-V processing technology, they promise tremendous

savings in both the cost and complexity of LWIR and VLWIR systems tailored to DoD

applications. 3
3
I

I
I

I
I
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Electronic band structure of far-infrared
Ga 1,_lnSb/InAs superlattices
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Abstract. Results at tight-binding and eight-band k • p calculations of the
eieronic band structure of long wavelength Ga,...,lrSbI/lnAs superlattices are
Compared with experrmental energy gap and absorption coefficient data. The
efea~ve masses, band splittings and absorption coefficients obsorvod in this
system Ilustrate the potential o these trucures for application In focal piane
army systems demandIng high detieclittes a' reiaxed cooling requirements.
Comparsons wn ith hg...CdrTe. the Industry stanard, we panicularly tavourable
at ionger wavelengths (8-12 &m and beyond), due tQ both a substantial reduction
In turieal currents and a suppression Of ripact ionzation noase processes. We
al find that the InSb- or Gas,..,hlAs-llek nature at the interfaces should 1loct
the energy gap of a Ga,..,lnS/nAsn superlatce, and ta substantially larger
optIc msorptIon coeglfceltts wer to be expected in structures with InSb-.like
intertaces. Our clculations we in agreement with mipenmental absorption
spectra ad with observed dependences of energy gaps an imterfacial chemistry,
measured In samples in which the nature O the intoelaces was Controlled
through appropriate shutering sequences and use o interrupts durng growth by
molecular beam epaxy.

1. IntimiUtlon In this paper we address the properties of

Reent work on Ga,.,InSb/JnAs superlattices has Ga_.lnSb/inAs superlatuces with intrinsic photore.

been motivated by infrared detector applications for sponse beyond 12 gm. The considerable magnitude of

these structures [1, 2], particularly in the 8-12 Am at- tunnelling noise currents and the sensitivity of these cur-

mospheric transmission band. Brought to maturity, de- rents to small variations across a wafer have mitigated

tectors based on these superlatuices could be expctqed against the application of large area Hgl-,Cd,.Tb dctcc-

to achieve background-limited performance at operat- tors in this spectral region. As a consequence, extrinsic
ntoiemerbatugru-higherithan thrforne o~ Hg~ basoeda- detectors such as those based on doped Si arc currcnth

ing temperatures higher than those o.the standard beyond 12 m dpte the considrabl
systems. Such superlattice detectors might also prove sarc in yo ng temperate or coccivuyassc
to be more readily manufactured and more robust than sacrifices in operating temperature or dctcctivity assoc,.

tohbe mocurerendily mufaed. awind mor rompibuity wtha ated with extrinsic detectors. We predict both a marked
the Il-Vis currently used, owing to compatibility with rdcini unlcret nG 1 .,nS/nss

mainstream IHl-V processing technology and to the en- i detect rrewth infrar ctls, and a

hanced structural stability of the material, respectively, perlattice detectors with far-infrarcd cutof, and a

While detectors rivaling Hg 1.,CdTb have yet to be comparative insensitivity of these currents to variainons

fabricated from Gai..,lnrSb/lnAs superlattices, consid- across an array, relative to Hgi_,Cd,Tb. These prop-
erties derive from the larger effective masses foundl an

erable strides have been made in their development thes serie from qualitative daenes f ei
over the past couple of years Molecular beam epitaxial these superlattices, and from qualitative differences be.

overthepas coule f yars.Molculr bem eitaial tween the band structures in the two cases. La=stly, wc

growth conditions yielding superlattices that are esscn-

tiaJiv-srJiorurallv ideal [3] have been established 14-6]. use a tight-binding model to examine effects of intcrfa-

Backgrouna doping levels, previously in the range 1016- cial chemistry on the energy gaps and absorption coefra-

107 cm-1 are now routinely in the ~ low s 105 C , cients of these superlattices. We find that thc interfaces

and structures. with long wavelength energy gaps now have a sizable effect on these properties. particularly ai

aneds appreciable photoluminescence 181. A number longer wavelengths. Our results arc consistent with V

of theoretical predictions have been borne out by ex- limited exrimental data on this subjcct.

periment, including the dependence of the superlattice
energy bandgap on layer thicknesses and compositions
(up to x = 0.30) [9], the magnitude of the optical 2. k . p calculations

absorption coefficient in 8-12 im superlattices (5, 101
and the approximate values of the electron and hole TWo means were used to calculate th.e electronic banu

effective masses [11, 12]. structure of narrow gap Gat_,lnSb/lnAs supcrlatticcs

02M8.t242/9Z•'?_•'ýC, .,04S?507 -• 1•992 10P lPut,-k-,z 2f. A-1
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gaps of 70 meV We calculate electron effcctivc masses

(ev) (iev of m; = 0.00534 me and m,... =t0"0215 ncer cspcc

cO cc tively. for the two cases (we find the electron effctive
0.1 01• mass in the superlattice to be nearly isotropic). As can

be seen from the magnitude of the imaginary wavevec.
.H HH1 tors in the energy gaps, both the zone-ccntre splitting of

U the heavy- and light-hole bands and the increased elcc-
tron effective mass should greatly reduce tunnel currents

-0. in the superlattice. The splitting of the valence band
states is also predicted to suppress Auger recombina-
tion in p-type structures by reducing the phase space

-0.2 .2 " 141 1 available for this process 1191. Initial calculations have

0.8 0 oshown this to be so 120]. While the cffcctive masses
i.io.) ",!," I (%/%,) (*/d) ft,,l elk,i (./d) are considerably greater in the supcrlatticc than in the

Hg.,Cd0.,Te Sb/0n-S alloy, we also find them to be less sensitive to energy
25A/55A sis gap fluctuations; a 10 meV reduction in energy gap

Figure 1. Comparison of Hg,_,CdTe and (corresponding to a 0.6% change in HgI.,Ctl,T al-
Ga,..,rnSb/jnAs superlattie ei etronic eband struaures, loy composition, or a 6.8% changc ian supcrlatticc layer
UlUtufting the considerable magnitude o the imagunary thickness) results in a 14% reduction in rn for the
wavevctor in me superlatice gap and the shift d the first
light-ole state (LH1) more thman an energy gap below Hgi_,CdTe alloy (to 0.004 60m,), but only a 0.9%

the heavy hole grouno state (HH1). Real wavevectors reduction (to 0.0213 m.) in the supcrlatticc. These
(Reek)) are plotted to the nght a the energy axes benefits suggest that Gal-, In.Sb/InAs supcrlatticcs arc
and imnaginay waveveCtors lm{k}) to th. left. The particularly well suited to large arca, long waveclngth in.
out-o-plane wavevector (k.1.) a plottec in the case ot the frared (LWIR) detector applications at wavelengths that

have proven inaccessible to Hgi-,Cd,Th for practical

An eight-band k -p model was used to determine energy reasons. Furthermore, brought to maturity, such Uetcc-

gaps, band splittings and effective masses, neglecting tors would display higher dctectivities andlor higher op.

interface effects; and a two-band ught-binding model erating temperatures than Hgi.,CdTe sensors (either

was applied to estimate the magnitude of effects due to would greatly outperform extrinsic detectors in these

interfaces and the characteristics of the resulting optical regards).

absorption spectra. Energy gaps calculated by the two
methods are in close agreement when interface effects
are neglected in the tight-binding analysis. 3. Effects due to Interfaces

The k .p calculation has been described in detail
elsewhere f13, 14]. We use a second-order k .p model 7Wo types of interface are possible in, e.g., a (100)
incorporating spin-orbit splitting and strain. Effects GaSb/InAs superlantice: an 'InSh-likc' interface, in
derived from bands outside the basis set (which con- which planes of atoms arc stackcd in thc growth
siSts of the two lowest conduction band states and direction as follows:
six highest valence band states) are described by Liut.
tinger parameters. Where available, parameters were ... Ga Sb Ga Sb In As In As In As In Sb Ga Sb Ga
taken from Lawaetz [1j5; the remainder were taken
from the Landolt-Bornstein series 116]. Strain is in- or a 'GaAs-like' interface:
corporated through a three-parameter deformation po-
tential [17], describing hydrostatic shifts to the energy ... Ga Sb Ga As In As In As In As In As CGu Sb Ga
gap and 11001 and (111] uniaxial shifts. We assumc an
InAs/Gai.,InSb valence band offset of 560 mcV 118], Control of the interfacial chcmistry, achicvcd through
regardless of alloy composition, and further assume that appropriate shuttcring sequcnccs and usc of interrupts
hydrostatic strain does not affect this value. Our model during growth by molecular beam cpitaxy, has been
yields energy gaps that are in good agreement with demonstrated previously [21. 221.
those determined from photoconductive thresholds [9], Wc employ a two-band tight-binding model to assess
and in-plane effective masses consistent with experimen- the cffects of the intcrfaccs on the electronic propcrtucs
tal observations on superlattices with 8-12 um cut-offs of these quaternary supcrlatticcs. The model allows
[12]. individual layers of In, Ga, As or Sb atoms (or mLx.

Figure 1 shows calculated 77 K dispersion tures thereof) to be identificd at each atomic plane. In
curves for a Hgu4 .#iCdu 1.,TI alloy and a 25A/55 A the wide well and barrier limit, the energy bands and
Ga 751nu. 25Sb/InAs superlattice. Real wavevectors are wavefunctions are essentially those of two-band enve.
plotted to the nght of the energy axes, and imaginary lope function models. Aside from strain CfleLS, tnM
wavevectors (corresponding to the reciprocal of the de- model has been described previously [23]. The input
cay length governing tunnelling across a forbidden e. parameters consist of the bulk banUgaps dno cand uds.
gion) are plotted to the left. Both structures have energy continuities for the on-site energy paramcters of the
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model. and the bulk ufedvei mises for the transfer 0
m&ifi elements.

Smuin is included through deformation potentials.
%xioa conducition and valence band edges are found 0 5 10 15 20

for each atomic bdiayer, based on the banic smai and *W- -m (ml.)

defillmation potentials for the local atomic aompai on
This deremine the ou-sie pwarameten The shifted
band edges ame then used to find the effective mass Figure 3& Zone-centre (a) ~eleron and (b) hoie tight-
in the locally strained material using a three-band It -p binding waveltunchons for 8 taL/1 wa Gao. ,ino 5SoJInAs

formula (24]. The tight-.binding transfer matrix elements superatticu it rIn t -lke (tub~ curves) and Ga. "in* nAs-
are then determined from the local effective masses. lie(boe Cures inefae. Bohctnanain

An interface atomt is treated as having the average of wvlucin r lnd
properties of the bulk semiconductor formed by pairing magnitude of this dependence (as illustrated by the shift
with the atom to its right and those formed by pairing to of more than 20 meY for the case chosen for figurc 2).
its left. For example, the on-site interface As parameters Our calculations are in excellent agreement with prcvi.
at an In-As-Ga-Sb interface were taken to be averages osypbihdasrto ofiin aa10,asm
of InAs and GaAs on-site As parameters. Similarly, the ing pu~b-lised absorptceon wefacrcnt dawar of01 exp umc-
Gab parameters. weestt eaeaecfG~ n al absorption data for samples with Ga,..,ln,As-likc

FguS praeer2s.o otclasrtincre eie interfaces.
se gure 8 shows opticlasrto casves areprie-d r Tight-binding wavefunctions for zone-centre statesfrom our tight-binding model. Three cssaep- represented in figure 3. Electron (a) and hole (L')

sentd: 8mU15M~tGa0 754n 0.25Sb/JnMs superlattices wavefunctions are shown for Lhe 8 mL/15 Mt. InSb-likc
with (1) InSb-like interfaces and (2) G&0.75ln 0 25AS-likc and Ga0 ,5lnu.25Sb-hike cases for which absorption cocr
interfaces, and (3) a 9 MIJ16 ML Gau0 73lnu.2sSb~inAs ficients were given in figurc 2. Thc increased valcricc
superlattice with Ga0 .7InG.25As-like interfaces (chosen to-conduction band oscillator strength calculated for tic.
to have approximately the same energy gap and strain former arises from two factors: wavcfunction ovcr-
level as (1)). The figure illustrates both die shift inl lpa h nefcsicrae nsicigfo
energy gap upon changing the interfacial chemistry, highly ttraintraes monolaeroGase o~n switchn fre-.om
and the desirability of lnSb-like interfaces for achieving highb srin ti ego;nd thnae reurmn of Ga7l~Achto unQ-.
large LWIR absorption coefficients with abrupt thresh- the i same energyo gapd necressitaesmiento lahevsingth
olds. The magnitude of the energy gap shift is in fair th ame energy case furtersisoatewing lyrs the tonan
agreement with experiment. A previous study [221 found ho)7lesjin.h IAs cand, Gurhe i5 n 1solatiegrs, rcspcc zivhan
a shift of 25 meV for a 8 mLJI3 ML Ga0 ,51nu.25Sb/nAs hours cacltonnelc the In- po a 7l~, aesrsibclivyef)
superlattice. While this is somewhat larger than the Orcluain elc h-psiiiyo
15 meV we calculate for this case. we note that small dependence of die band offsets on inicrfacc.

hagsin layer thicknesses will significantly alter the strain. Such an effect has been predicted in thc
hangs IlrAsJAloaGa0. 2AS0 *dSbu.&i superlattie system 125). A

t 'A adopt the (arbitrary) convention of labelling calculation in which a strain-depcndent band offset was
;uperiattacea by indicating the numoer of Voup-111 assumed has yielded a theoretical energy gap in agrec--
nonolayetsinm each layer of the superlattice. ment with photoluminescence data from such a super-
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lattce. However, the reasonable agreement betwecn Ref erences
our calculations and experiment suggests that these ef.
facts are not large in the Oa,..,In,Sb/InAs superlattice [1) Smith D Land Mailhiot C 1987 1. AppL Piyvs. 62 ZS4
system. 12] Smith D L and Maithiot C 1987 .1. AppI. Piys. 62 Z54 §

[3] Miles R H, Chow D H and l-Ifamdton Wi1 1992 J. Apc.'
Flays. 71211

[41 Chow D H, Miles R H, J R Soderstrom and McGah
4. Concuslon T C 19901J. kmc Sca. TecluwL D131710

(5) Campbell 1 1-1, Sela 1, Launch B K. Smith I) L
Gal-., In,Sb/InAs superlattices currently show consider- Bolognesi C P. Samoshka L A. Gossard A C ~anc
able promise for 8-12 Mm detector applications in which 6]Kroemer 11I 1991 AppI. Piiys. Lett. 59 846
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APPENDIX B
Effects of Interface stoichiometry on the structural and electronic
properties of Gal_.lnxSb/InAs superlattices

D. H. Chow, R. H. Miles, and A. T. Hunter
Hughes Research Laboraione& Malibu. California 90265

(Received 16 September 1991: accepted 17 September 1991)

We report an investigation of the effects of interface layer composition on the structural and
electronic properties of Gal -InSb/lnAs superlattices, which are of interest for infrared
detector applications. Shutter sequencing during growth of a series of Gao0 _,4no2.Sb (8 ML )/
InAs (13 ML) superlattices by molecular-beam epitaxy has been employed to select structures
with GaInAs-like interfaces, InSb-like interfaces, and intermediate choices of interfacial
composition. Comparison of x-ray diffraction scans from the superlattices confirms that a
superlattice with GainAs-like interfaces has a 1.6% smaller average interatomic spacing in the
growth direction than a sample with InSb-like interfaces, in near agreement with expected
interfacial bond length differences. Hall measurements of intrinsic carrier concentrations at high
temperatures indicate an increase in superlattice energy gap when interfaces are switched from
lnSb-like to GainAs-like, consistent with intuitive expectations. Low temperature Hall
measurements suggest that both the type and the level of background doping in
Ga_ -InSb/lnAs superlattices may depend upon interfacial composition.

I. INTRODUCTION facial composition and growth conditions will play a key
role in determining the nature and quantity of interfacial

Heterostructures containing combinations of arsenides and defects, which may have implications for detector perfor-
antimonides are of interest for a number of electronic and mance.
optoelectronic device applications, including field effect
transistors.' 2-5 )um semiconductor lasers, 2  THz
oscillators,3 and superlattice infrared (IR) detectors. 4 "5 In II. MOLECULAR-BEAM EPITAXY GROWTH

many of these structures, multiple possibilities exist for The Ga_ -lnxSb/InAs superlattices studied here were
bond configurations at arsenide/antimonide heterointer- grown by molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) in a Perkin
faces. Tuttle et aL demonstrated recently that the transport Elmer 430P system equipped with reflection high-energy
properties of InAs/AlSb quantum wells (QWs) can be electron diffraction (RHEED), and cracked arsenic and
profoundly affected by interfacial composition.' We antic- antimony sources. The superlattices were deposited on
ipate that an understanding of the electronic effects of thick (0.5-1.0 Atm) stress-relaxes GaSb buffer layers on
varying interfacial composition will be of vital importance lattice-mismatched, (100)-oriented. InP or GaAs sub-
in realizing many of the potential device applications of strates. The procedure we use for deposition of GaSb buffer
mixed arsenide/anumonide heterostructures. layers has been described elsewhere.Q"-0 All of the superlat-

We report here a study of the consequences of varying tices described here consist nominally of 8 ML (25 A) of
interfacial composition in Gal - ,lnSb/lnAs superlattices, Ga0.7.lno0.2Sb and 13 ML (39 A) of InAs. Total superlat-
which are potential candidates for IR detector applications tice thicknesses are 80 periods (0.5 Am). Superlattices with
in the 8-14 jum range and beyond.4"7 8 Since the atoms these parameters, in which growth was interrupted (no
residing on both group III and group V sublattices change group III flux) in an Sb 2 flux for 5 s at each interface. have
across a Ga, -,lnSb/lnAs interface, it is possible to ob- previously been shown to result in samples with energy
tain two distinctly different interfacial bond configurations. gaps near 110 meV (11Im) .5 The method used to repro-
If a Gal _- )nSb layer is terminated with a final monolayer ducibly select substrate temperatures for these structures
of Sb, the adjoining InAs layer will commence with a has been described elsewhere.4
monolayer of In (assuming that group III and group V Figure I depicts the shutter sequences we have used to
atoms are restricted to their respective sublattices). leading produce superlattices with Ga0 ,In 0o ,As-l~ke and InSb-
to InSb bonds across the interface (an "lnSb-like" inter- like interfaces. In the case of Gao ,Jno ,4As-hl-e interfaces.
face). Conversely. if a Gal - ,In 1Sb layer is terminated deposition of each 13 ML thick InAs layer is followed by a
with a final monolayer of Gal -_,In,, the adjoining InAs 5 s "soak" in As in an attempt to terminate the layer with
layer will commence with a monolayer of As, resulting in As atoms. A I x 2 RHEED pattern is observed dunng both
Gal - ,InAs bonds across the interface (a "GaInAs-like" the InAs layer and As soak. Next, the As shutter is closed.
interface). It should be noted that intermediate interfacial and the Ga and In shutters are opened (without an accom-
compositions are also possible: an example is described in panying group V flux) for the time required for deposition
Sec. 11. It is reasonable to expect that the choice of inter- of I ML of Gao 7.Ino 25. This step results in a transforma-
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In - GalaAs-like inteirfaces 10j Supertattice X-ray Diffrction ~ -

Asio GaItAs-like GoSt'

Gb 10 interfaces
eSb o~~

____________________ 10 -2 I
timre ()-

InSb-like interfaces 3~

A.. 1

Go

GoinSb 10 fIAI iC

time (b) Two Theta (deg) (a)

FIG. 1. Illustration of MBE shutter sequences (not to scale in time) use 10' Superlatece X-ray Diffraction
to produce Ga, . lnSb/InAs wuperiatuaces with (a) GainAs-hke inter-
faces. and (b) InSb-like Interfaces. Solid bars indicate time peidsi GoSb tInP
which shutterst are open. 105 Ic nSb-fike 0

*interfce

34
tion of the RHEED pattern to 4 x4 (presumably a metal 10
rich surface reconstruction) . The Sbi shutter is then opened U -
for the time needed to deposit 6 ML Of Ga0 .751%o25Sb -r 0'-
(nominally resulting in 6 ML of Gao.,Jn%5 separating 7
ML of Sb). and closed again for the time required for a . -s-+44
single monolayer of Gao751n0 .25. The characteristic 1 x 3 1
RHEED pattern observed during growth of the
Ga 7jln0o.2Sbilayer is transformed to a 4xlIpattern (again 10 III

due to a metal rich reconstruction) when the Sb shutter is 52 56 60 64 68
closed. The sample ts then soaked for 5 s in an As flux, Two Thetad (deg) (b)
resulting in a I x 3 RHEED pattern, prior to the next 13 FIG. 2. e/20 x-a difaito scans from Ga,, ,n.N, ..Sb Ill M L)
ML InAs deposition. InAst 13 ML) superiattices with (a) GainAs-like interfaces and (b')

In the case of lnSb-like interfaces, deposition of each 8 InSb-like interfaces. The samples were Irradiated with Cu Ka x-rays
ML thick Ga0 ,y51n0125S layer is followed by a 5 s soak in Each peak appears to be bimodal due to the Ka doublet. The InP sub-

Sb- trnsfrmaion romI X3 t I 5 i sufac reon- strate peak. GaSb buffer peak, and superlattice satellite indices are labeled
in each scan. A spinicazit difference in average interatomic spacing t ze-

struction is observed during the Sb soak. Next, the Sb shut- roth order x-ray satellitte) is observed.
ter is closed, and the In shutter is opened for the time
needed to deposit a monolayer of In, resulting in a return
to a I x 3 RHEED pattern. The As shutter is then opened for all cases. ensuring that the number of monolavers in
for the time needed to deposit 11I ML of InAs (nominally each superiattice period are unaffected by the choice of
resulting in I11 ML of In separating 12 ML of As) and interfacial composition.
closed again for the time required for a single monolayer of
In. The I x 2 RHEED pattern observed during growth of Ill. X-RAY DIFFRACTION
the InAs layer is transformed to a 2 X 4 pattern when the
As shutter is closed. The sample is then soaked for 5 s in an Structural analysis of the Gal - ~lnSb/InAs superlat-
Sb flux, resulting in a I X 3 RHEED pattern, prior to the tices; discussed here has been performed via (400)-like E)/
next 8 ML Ga0 ,51n0 ,4Sb deposition. 2E) x-ray diffraction. The period and average interatomic

In addition to Gal - ,In 1Sb/InAs superlattices with all spacing of each superlattice has been determined from the
lnSb-like interfaces and all GainAs-like interfaces. we have x-ray data by measuring the satellite spacings and zeroth
grown one sample in which Ga I - ln1Sb on InAs inter- order satellite position, respectively. Figures 2(a) and 2(b)
faces are grown InSb-like and InAs on Gal - 1n~Sb tnter- show 0/20 x-ray diffraction data taken from
faces are grown GainAs-like, and one sample with the Gal lInSb/InAs superlattices with all GalnAs-like and
opposite interfacial configurations. We have also grown a all InSb-like interfaces. respectively. A striking shift in ze-
superlattice with an intermediate interfacial composition roth order peak position is observed between the two dif-
by depositing interfacial monolayers consisting of In (0.5 fraction scans (note that the zeroth order peaks in the two
M L)/Ga751% 2 , (0.5 ML) sandwiched between Sb-termi- scans are on opposite sides of the GaSb buffer layer peak).
nated Ga0 ,.n 0 .5Sb and As-terminated InAs layers. We indicating a significant difference in average interatomic
note that the total group III deposition times are the same spacing between the two superlattices. We believe that thtis

j. vac. Set. Technol. B. Val. 10, No. 2. Mar/Apr 1992
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Gal~rs-like InSb-like II) are assigned nominal compositions of 0.5. The plot
II shows a clear correlation between nominal interfacial com-

Be position and the resulting interatomic spacing. ldeallN. a
6.15 change from lnSb-like interfaces to GalnAs-like interfaces

would result in two Gao0 75nO2 5Sb bonds per superlattice
8, E period becoming Gao 75Ino.2:As bonds, and two InSb bonds

., per superlattice period becoming InAs bonds. Assuming

6.1 Cthat the interfacial layers are coherently strained, and that
there are a total of 42 bonds per superlattice period, we
would expect a difference in average interatomic spacing of

2 1.4% between the two cases. From Fig. 3. the measured
-A average interatomic spacing of the sample with GalnAs-

6.05 like interfaces is 1.6% smaller than that of the sample with
. 0. 0 1 InSb-like interfaces. Hence, the measured difference in av-

N0inol 0.5 1 erage interatomic spacing is in good agreement with that
n Iexpected from a complete change from InSb-like interfaces

to GaInAs-like interfaces.
FIG. 3. Plot of zeroth order d-spacuig vs nominal interfacial composition
for five Ga_ ,lnSb/lnAs superlattices. Sample A = all GainAs-like in- IV. HALL MEASUREMENTS
terfaces- Sample B = all lnSb-like interfaces: Sample C = GatnAs-like
interfaces when growing InAs on GalnSb and InSb-like interfaces when Due to the narrow energy gaps of Gal - ,lnSb/InAs
growing GalnSb on InAs; Sample D = opposite of Sample C, Sample superlattices, samples which are not intentionally doped
E = intermediate interfacial composition. The data show a clear correia- show intrinsic behavior at high temperature ( > 250 K).

iion between average interatomc spacmg and nominal interfacial compo-
sition. Hall measurements at these temperatures are dominated by

electron transport, as electron mobilities are greater than
hole mobilities (due to the difference in effective mass).

shift results from the tremendous difference between the Neglecting the dependences of energy gap and effective
interfacial bond lengths of InSb and GaInAs. density of states on temperature, the number of intrinsic

Figure 3 is a plot of the measured zeroth order d-spac- carriers ni is proportional to exp( - Eg/2kT), where E, is
ing versus nominal interfacial composition for each of the the energy gap of the superlattice. Hence. high temperature
five superlattices studied here. In the plot, the superlattice Hall data can be used to estimate E,. Figure 4 is a plot of
with InSb-like interfaces is assigned a nominal interfacial the measured intrinsic carrier concentrations (plotted on a

j composition of 1, while the superlattice with GaInAs-like logarithmic scale) versus 1000/T for the
interfaces is assigned a value of 0. The superlattices with Gal _- In.,Sb/InAs superlatt' ,es with InSb-like and
half of each type of interface and the superlattice with GaInAs-like interfaces. The data reveal that the superlat-
intermediate interfacial configuration (described in Sec. tice with InSb-like interfaces has a higher intrinsic carrier

Hall Measurements

4 Goo.,InO.nSb(8mL)/lnAs(1 3mL) Superlttices

3.5 -"

3.5 
FIG.4. Plot of intmnsic car rer concentra-3 tions (on a loganthmic scale) vs 1000/lu N. T(K) for superlattices with GainAs-like

interfaces (squares) and InSb-like inter-

-faces (t mangles). The data were obtained
SN. by Hall effect measurements.

S2.5 InSb-like interfaces

a GalAs-like interfaces

3 2 ilt iii 1 111

2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3 3.1 3.2 3.3
m 1UJO/T(K)
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concentration than the sample with GainAs-like inter- Gal - lnSb/InAs superlattices, which are of interest for
faces, consistent with a smaller energy gap. Furthermore, infrared detector applications. X-ray diffraction scans re- 3
the slopes of the two sets of data differ by about 20%. vealed a significant difference in average interatomic spac- 3
consistent with a difference of 25 meV in energy gap. This ing between superlattices with nominally GaInAs-like and
observation is in accord with the intuitive expectation that InSb-like interfaces. verifying that these interfacial compo-
the presence of I ML of relatively wide gap material in a sitions can be controlled via MBE shutter sequencing. Hall
superlattice with GaInAs-like interfaces will increase its measurements of intrinsic carrier concentrations indicated
energy gap relative to a superlattice with 1 ML of InSb. that superlattices with GainAs-like interfaces have slightly
which is a narrow gap material, larger energy gaps than those with InSb-like interfaces, in 3

Low temperature Hall measurements of our agreement with intuitive expectations. Low temperature U
Gal - lnSb/InAs superlattices generally reveal uninten- Hall measurements suggested that background doping le%-
tional p-type background concentrations in the 1011, cm - 3 els may vary significantly with interfacial composition. 3
range. However, the superlattice with GaInAs-like inter- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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APPENDIX C

High structural quality Gal-,lnxSb/InAs strained-layer superlattices grown
on GaSb substrates

R. H. Miles and D. H. Chow
Hughes Research Laboratories. Malibu. California 90265

W. J. HamiltonISanta Barbara Research Center, Goleta, California 93117

(Received 17 July 1991; accepted for publication I October 1991)

Strained Gal - x1n1Sb/InAs superlattices exhibiting a high degree of structural perfection
have been grown on GaSb substrates. The superlattices display ideal, defect-free structure. to
within the resolution limits of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high-
resolution x-ray diffraction. Cross-sectional micrographs reveal the layers to be highly planar.
regular, and coherently strained to the GaSb substrates. No crystalline defects were
observable by TEM. despite an internal lattice mismatch of almost 2%. Planarity of the layers
is confirmed by the presence of Pendellosung fringes in high-resolution x-ray diffraction.
while the observation of numerous sharp satellite peaks indicates little or no interdiffusion
within the superlattices. Observed x-ray diffraction is closely fit by simulations based on
a kinematical model which accounts properly for the highly strained interfaces and absence of
strict translational symmetry in the superlattice growth direction. Based on this fit, an
InSb-rich character is assigned to the interfaces, yielding superlattice layer thicknesses and
compositions that are in quantitative agreement with those derived from independent
growth rate calibrations.

I. INTRODUCTION Gal -lnSb/InAs superlattice infrared detector. 'I°
Unlike many strained layer superlattices.

Gat echnoSb/inAs superlattices are of considerable Ga_ xln ,Sb/InAs structures have been projected to ben-

technological interest as candidate long-wavelength infra- efit from lattice matching to a binary substrate. Grown to
red detector structures. Theoretical predictionsm'2 of thoe2 the in-plane lattice constant of GaSb, InAs is in tension

/•m optical-absorption coefficients comparable to those of with a lattice mismatch of 0.6%, whereas Gal - xIn1Sb is in
Hg, -_ CdTe have been confirmed,3 and preliminary compression, with a mismatch of 1.6% for x = 0.25. Con-
photoconductive 4 ,5 and photovoltaic 6 detectors have been sequently, appropriate choices of 1.As and Ga, 02 Cn1Sb

demonstrated. Focal plane arrays fabricated from these su- layer thicknesses balance the alternating compressive and

perlattices have been projected to benefit both from well- tensile elastic stresses within the superlattice, removing the

established III-V processing techniques and from sup- driving force towards misfit dislocation formation at the

pressed thermal and tunneling noise currents relative to base of the superlattice. In this paper we present data de-

HgCdTe.'. 2". It is also hoped that these structures might rived from Gat heIn 1Sb/lnAs superlattices grown on

constitute viable intrinsic detectors at wavelengths beyond GaSb substrates. The high quality of these substrates and

those attainable with HgCdTe. the excellent lattice match to our superlattices results in

Previous work into the growth by molecular-beam e- structures of unusually high quality, as evidenced by sharp

itaxy (MBE) of Gal _xln.,b/InAs superlattices has ad- stuursounualhihqltyasedncdbsap
itessxy Mbot cofpGationbs de upvedfrommixgatticesh s x-ray rocking curve peaks displaying Pendellosung fringes
dressed both complications derived from mixing arsemdes in outstanding agreement with theory, and by the absence

ctand antimonides within a single heterostructure and diffi of dislocations in cross-sectional transmission electron mi-culties associated with the considerable lattice mismatch crsoy(E)

between InAs and Gai -_,In 1Sb (f = 2.2% for an InSb

fraction x = 0.25).8-9 Abrupt compositional profiles have 1. EXPERIMENTAL
been demonstrated, and x-ray-diffraction data and trans-
mission electron micrographs suggest that the superlattices The samples used in this study were grown by MBE in
are largely coherently strained to GaSb buffer layers and a Perkin Elmer 430P system equipped with cracked arsenic
free of internal misfit dislocations. However, growth on and antimony sources. The superlattices were grown on
GaAs or InP substrates results in threading dislocations circular, (100)-oriented GaSb substrates, 30 mm in diam-
originating at the base of GaSb or InAs buffer layers and eter. The substrates were mounted in custom-designed mo-
propagating through the superlattices in densities of lybdenum wafer holders during growth, to allow radiative
roughly 109 cm -2. As there is a wealth of data to suggest heating. Use of this solderless substrate mounting was
that the performance of minority-carrier devices is greatly found to be necessary to prevent warping and/or cracking
degraded by the presence of structural defects such as of the GaSb substrates under thermal stresses. The sub-
threading or misfit dislocations, elimination of these de- strates were chemically cleaned prior to growth by a stan-
fects may be crucial to obtaining a competitive dard decreasing procedure, followed by a 10-min etch in
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Br2:HNOI:HCI:CH 3CQOH (0.35:2:36:460). 12 in situ
cleaning consisted of outgassing at 250 "C in an ultrahigh- W
vacuum buffer chamber, followed by heating in an Sb flux
to the oxide desorption temperature (=500"C), in the
growth chamber. The oxide desorption and subsequent
growth of buffer and superlattice layers were monitored by Q"5
reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED).

Each of the samples consists of a 1000-A GaSb buffer
layer followed by a 40-80-period superlattice in which each -

period is nominally composed of 8 monolayers ( = 25 A) of
Gao.731no.27Sb and 13 monolayers ( = 39 ;,) of InAs. Dep- - __.___-,

osition of the group-III elements was interrupted for 5 s at . -

each interface, effectively halting growth while the sample
was exposed only to an Sb 2 flux. The surface morphology
and overall structural quality of the superlattices were _ _ _-_

found to depend sensitively on the substrate temperature
during growth. This temperature was reproducibly set at I
approximately 380"C by referencing a transition from FIG. I. Cross-sectional transmission electron micrograph and electron

I X 3 to 1 X 5 in the RHEED pattern obtained from the diffraction from a Gal - ,lnSb/InAs superlattice. illustrating the uniform

Ga0.731n0 .27Sb surface during a growth interrupt (in an Sb2  and dislocation-free character of the epilayer.

flux) at this substrate temperature. This transition in sur-
face reconstruction also occurs at =4 4 0 'C for a GaSb any dislocations in our superlattice, despite scanning the
surface in an Sb2 flux, and at =410°C during growth of sample in search of defects. In consideration of the 20-pm 3
GaSb. Our observations suggest that the I X 3 to I X 5 tran- lineal distance thoroughly examined under several diffrac-
sition in antimonide surface reconstruction is caused by an tion conditions, we place an upper bound on the disloca-
increase in Sb surface coverage at temperatures below the tion density of 107 cm- 2 for this superlattice (the sample
transition temperature. was 0.5 pm thick). The actual dislocation density is likely

The structural quality of our superlattices was deter- much lower than this, but could not be determined
mined by x-ray diffraction and transmission electron mi- through TEM. This result is in marked contrast to those
croscopy. X-ray rocking curves were obtained on high- derived from samples grown previously on InP or GaAs I
resolution Blake and Phillips diffractometers equipped substrates, for which we have measured densities of = 109
with Cu-anode x-ray sources. The CuKa1 x-ray line was .m- 2 8
selected using a four-crystal monochromator employing a An x-ray rocking curve for one of the superlattices is
(220) Ge diffraction. This yielded an instrument linewidth shown in Fig. 2. An envelope of sharp (004)-like superlat- 3
of approximately 12 arcsec for each of the diffractometers. tice peaks is apparent, in addition to the (004) diffraction
Cross-sectional transmission electron micrographs and dif-
fraction patterns were obtained on a Phillips JEOL
2000FX operated at 200 kV. Samples were prepared by U
standard diamond turning, dimpling, and ion-milling tech- 10s-
niques, and were lightly carbon coated to assure adequate 10'A

conductivity. 4,
lz 103r

Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 1 0 I
A cross-sectional transmission electron micrograph 102 _- -2

from one of our superlattices is shown in Fig. 1. The mi- 0 -s

crograph shows a two-beam bright-field image of our sam- 1 -, - -4
pie, with the beam direction tilted a few degrees from the 0 1
[0111 zone axis and a (200] diffraction vector operating.
Also shown, as an inset in the figure, is a [011] zone axis z1o'
electron-diffraction pattern from the specimen, exhibiting 2

clear superlattice satellites around {200}, { 111 }, and 10 I
{022} diffraction spots. Blemishes appearing as darker re- 10-3 1I

gions in the bright-field image are interpreted to be arti- 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
facts of the specimen preparation procedure, and are not THETA (deg) U
intrinsic to the samples. We associate these with a tendency
to form In islands during room-temperature ion milling ofthe sample. The highly planar and regular nature of the FiG. 2. Companson of observed s-ray rocking curve with diffraction

calculated from a kinematical model. The simulation is highly sensitive to
layers is apparent from the micrograph, as is the absence of the nature of the highly strained interfaces, which were assumed to be
threading or misfit dislocations. We were unable to image 78% lnSb-like in this sample.
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10 fraction using a kinematical model. Analysis of the diffrac-
tion was complicated substantially by the uncertain nature

ZEROTH-ORDER (004) Go n*2Sb/1n~s SUPERLATrICE PEA of the highly strained interfaces in Gal - xln 1Sb/InAs su-

perlattices. As illustrated in Fig. 4. the interfaces range
"from Ga, _xln.,As-like to InSb-like. depending upon the

11-0 group-V element terminating each layer. (Electrical char-
, 1acteristics of these classes of interfaces have been the sub-

ject of previous studies.13) Simulation of this diffraction is
A.. further complicated by the absence of strict translational

symmetry in the growth direction in an MBE-grown su-
I A perlattice, since layers are terminated upon deposition of a

- fixed amount of material. rather than upon deposition of a
S. ! - fixed integral number of monolayers. We employ a kine-

matical model in which diffraction is calculated by explic-

30 itly summing scattering amplitudes from each superlattice
29.9 30 30.1 30.2 layer, allowing the changing form factors and interplanar

THETA (deg) spacings of interfacial layers to be accounted for correctly.
Experimental x-ray diffraction from the superlattices

was analyzed to yield the period and average perpendicular
FIG. 3. Measured and calculated Pendellosung fringes around the zeroth- lattice constant of the structure, derived from the separa-
order (004)-like superlattice diffraction peak. tion of satellite peaks and the position of the zeroth-order

superlattice diffraction peak, respectively. These data were

peak arising from the GaSb substrate. The outstanding then combined with known MBE shutter opening times,

structural quality of the superlattice is evidenced by the yielding the thicknesses and compositions of the layers

considerable amplitude of higher-order superlattice peaks, comprising a superlattice period, assuming the InSb- or

and by the absence of appreciable broadening of the satel- Gal -_ InxAs-like character of the interfaces to be known:

lites; interdiffusion would lower the intensity of higher- dsl= t, _alnn + tGain (fG. + fin)aG1nb
order satellites, while dislocations could be expected to
widen each of the observed peaks. An additional indication + [ (I + y)/41 (a" - al"nAs)
of high structural quality comes from the presence of Pen-
dellosung fringes, illustrated in Fig. 3. These fringes are + 1(1 - y)/41 (aa a'sb)
evident on the 0, .k 1, and :k 2 superlattice peaks. Those
illustrated here are from the zeroth-order peak. Pendell&- and
sung fringes are observed only in exceptionally planar and aI_=__Il//lafl + to.1n(fG. +fin)]regular heterostructures. This is, to our knowledge, the
first observation of finite thickness fringes in a semiconduc- where r indicates the group-IlI deposition time for each
tor heterostructure with this great a lattice mismatch be- layer; the character of the interface y vanes from - I
tween constituents (1.9%). (Gal -_ In.As-like) to 1 (InSb-like); and def and a'I repre-

We have analyzed the x-ray diffraction from our su- sent the measured period and average perpendicular sattice
perlattices and have used the results to simulate the dif- constant of the superlattice, respectively. Expressing

a alnSb in terms of the group-Ill fluxes f and bulk GaSb
and InSb elastic constants and lattice parameters yields
two implicit equations for the unknowns fG. and fin, from

S•which we can derive layer thicknesses and compositions.

Note that our relations assume equal In deposition rates
during growth of the InAs and GaI - ln1Sb layers (i.e., we
are assuming, and solving for, only one value offin).I 9Superlattice parameters derived from this analysis

------------ were sensitive to the assumed character of the interfaces.
Layer thicknesses and compositions were calculated as a

S S function of the InSb or Ga, -_ In1As nature of the inter-
® e) faces, and these parameters were input in the kinematical

(9 ) model to simulate diffraction from the superlattices. Cal-
S(a) (b) culated diffraction was compared with experiment to ob-

) S0 tain a best fit to the intensities of the observed superlattice
peaks.

FIG. 4. Schematic of the highly strained inSb- and Ga, ,lnAs-like As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the kinematical model pro-
interfaces Il(a) and (b). respectively] possible in a Ga_, lnSb/]nAs vides an outstanding fit to the data. The calculated diffrac-
superlattice (adapted from Ref. 13). tion corresponds to a 28-.A/33-A Ga0 wIno.2oSb/lnAs su-
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perlattice with a 78% InSb character to the interfaces. This IV. CONCLUSIONS
fraction yielded the best fit to the data (the calculated We have established that Gal _lnSb/InAs superlat-
diffraction was highly sensitive to the interfacial composi- tices can be grown with a high degree of structural perfeI -
tion), and was consistent with layer thicknesses in good tion, despite a layer-to-layer lattice mismatch of almost 2%
agreement with those anticipated from independent cali- and a substantially greater strain at internal lnSb-like in-

brations of the MBE growth rates. In addition, the InSb- terfaces. The importance of controlling these interfaces for
rich nature of the interfaces is plausible as an Sb flux was maintaining defect-free growth is the subject of ongoing
maintained during the 5-s interrupt in group-Ill flux im- work, as is the role of these interfaces in determining the
posed at each of the interfaces. In our calculation, we have electrical characteristics of our samples. The demonstra- 3
assumed the Gal - ,In 1Sb layers to be terminated in a corn- tion of essentially dislocation-free Gal - ,lnSb/lnAs su-

pletely InSb-like interface, leaving the overall 78% InSb- perlattices is expected to be important to the application of

like nature of the interfaces to be achieved by assuming a these structures as infrared detectors.
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Abeact Superlattces consisting of combinations of Il-V semiconductors with

type II band alignments are of interest for infrared applications because their
energy gaps can be made smaller than those of any -natural' IlI-V compounds.
Specifically, it has been demonstrated that both InSb/lnAsSb, -, superlattices and

Ga, - In,Sb1lnAs supertatthces can possess energy gaps in the 6-14 pm range. Our
efforts have focused on the Ga, - ,In.Sb/InAs system because of its extreme
broken gap band alignment, which results in narrow energy gaps for very short
suoerlattice periods. We have previously demonstrated that Ga, ,sIn, ,SbllnAs
superlattices (with periods less than 75 A) grown on thick, stress-relaxed GaSb
buffer layers on GaAs or InP substrates possess photoconductive thresholds
throughout the 8-14 um range and beyond: these superlattices simultaneously
display optical absorption coefficients comparable to those of bulk HgCdTe. We
report here the use of in situ chemical doping of Ga, - ,ln,Sb/InAs superlattices to
fabricate p-n pnotooiodes. These diodes display a clear photovoltaic response
with a threshold near 12 um. We have also attained outstanding structural quality
in Ga, _ .In,Sb/lnAs superlattices grown on radiatively heated GaSb substrates.
Cross-sectional transmission electron microscope images of these superlattices

display no dislocations, while high resolution x-ray diffraction scans reveal sharp
high-order superlattice satellites and strong Pendelldsung fringes. We anticipate
that this high level of structural quality will be of importance in determining
material characteristics, such as carrier lifetimes, which are crucial for detector
performanceI
1. Introduction successful, largely because of the difficulties associated

with epitaxial deposition of HgTe/CdTe superlattices.I It has been several years since the first proposal that More recently, significant interest has been shown in
superlattices could be used as alternative materials for doped multi-quantum well (MOW) approaches to infrared
infrared detection [ 1. 2]. It is anticipated that this class of detection, most notably GaAs/AlIGa, -,As MOWs [3. 4].
materials will have several advantages over bulk However, these detectors are extrinsic in nature, and
Hg, - Cdje (the current industry standard) for this have been predicted to be limited to performance inferior
application: to that of intrinsic detectors. including both bulk

SarmHgCdTe and superlattices with infrared energy gaps [5].I •anc fs mhiher dreak of unifor thi is of with type 11 band alignments are of interest for infrared

mi i .maller leakage currents duevtle to suppression of applications because they provide the possibility of rea-

S ices. a lizng materials with energy gaps smaller than those
Slr tof any 'natural' Ill-V semiconductors. Both
ii lower Auger recombination rates lin some super- Ga, -,ln,Sb/InAs and InSb/lnAsSb, -, superlattices

latticesi due to substantial splitting of the light- and have recently been demonstrated to possess energy gaps
heavy,-hole bands and increased electron effective masses
i D L Smith. private communication). and in the 8-14uo m range [6-9]. Both types of superlattice

'iv i well understood device fabrication and materials rely upon an intrinsic valence to conduction band
absorption process. Our efforts have focused on the"processing techniques. Ga, _jn,Sb/inAs materials system because of its

L Unfortunately. early attempts to realize superlattices extreme broken gap band alignment which allows the
Alth properties suitable for infrared detection were un- realization of 8-14/im energy gaps with very thin super-

I 2.•2842/91!,120c47 -055 03 50 1991 lOP Publishing Lid D-I-211
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lattice layers (<40 A) [6, 10]. The GaSb valence band 3 4
edge lies approximately 100 meV above the InAs conduc- 411/25k InA5/Goi.Ino.,5 SD SLS ABSOR•TON...
tion band edge at low temperature. This band alignment
becomes more extreme with increasing In content in the
Ga1 _ In1Sb layers due to strain [10]. In contrast. .f 2
InSb/InAs.Sb, -, superlattices require fairly thick layers EU
(75 A) for long-wavelength infrared response. Further- o •
more, a lattice-matched substrate, GaSb, exists for o
Ga,-_InSb/InAs superlattices (for specific choices of
composition and layer thickness), while
lnSb/InAsSb, _- superlattices must be grown on relaxed
buffer layers on InSb substrates.

We have previously demonstrated that
Ga 1 -, InSb/InAs superlattices grown on stress-relaxed 12 10 9 8

GaSb buffer layers on GaAs or InP substrates possess Wavelength (microns) I
energy gaps and absorption coefficients suitable for in-
frared detection' in the 8-14 pm range. Figure 1 displays Figure 2. Measured (tull curves) and calculated (broken
photoconduectivn-inthe sptra fro .Fiv r G I displas curves) absorption coefficients for a 25 A/41 A
photoconductive spectra from five Ga, _•In.Sb/InAs GaO.7slno.2 5Sb/InAs superlattice at 5 K. Tlhe ooserved
superlattices with varying Ga, -ln•Sb compositions and absorption is comparable in magnitude to that of bulk I
layer thicknesses. The spectra demonstrate that an in- Hg, _-Cd,Te (with the same energy gap)-
crease in cut-off wavelength is observed when either the -
In content of the Ga- _InSb layers or the InAs layer
thickness is increased. Figure 2 contains a plot of the We report here the results of two more recent experi-

absorption coefficient measured from a 25 A/41 A ments: growth and structural characterization of

Gao. 51n0.25Sb/InAs superlattice as a function of wave- Ga, _,lIn•Sb/InAs superlattices grown on GaSb sub-

length. The measured absorption is in excellent agree- strates, and fabrication of p-n junctions in

ment with a calculated absorption coefficient which is Ga1 _.In.Sb/InAs superlattices via in situ chemical dop-

also plotted. The calculation was performed via a two- ing during growth by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).

band tight-binding model which includes the effects of Section 2 of the paper describes the experimental proce- I
strain. dure used to grow the samples for this study. Section 3

contains structural characterizaton of superlattices
grown on GaSb substrates by high-resolution x-ray

diffraction (HRXRD). Section 4 discusses some consider-
ations for doping Ga1 _, InnSbI1nAs superlatices to fabri-

lrAs/Go,-_.I,Sb SLS PHOTOCONDUCTMTY cate p-n junctions. Photovoltaic characterization of a
junction is presented. Finally, section 5 contains a sum-

x-.025 Tf4.2K mary of the results presented in the paper.
451/281

nx-0.25 2. Growth of Ga - ,lnSblinAs superlattlces

41 5 All of the samples for this study were grown by MBE in a
0 Perkin Elmer 430P system equipped with cracked arsenic

x-0.25 and antimony sources. Ga IIn•Sb/InAs superlattices
A37/25A were deposited on three different types of substrate:

E GaAs, InP and GaSb. In the cases of lattice-mismatched
GaAs and lnP substrates, thick (0.5-1.0 pm) stress-re-
laxed GaSb buffer layers were deposited prior to growth

x,0.25 of the superlattices. The procedure used for deposition of
251/25A these buffer layers has been described elsewhere [11, 12]. m

X-0 Superlattices grown in this manner yield excellent surface
28L/28/ morphology and sharp E1/29 x-ray diffraction satellites.

However, cross sectional transmission electron micro-

20 10 6 4 3 scope (TEM) images reveal dislocation densities as high as 3
Wavelength (microns) 10' cm- 2 [12] in these samples: high-resolution x-ray

Figure 1. Photoconductivity spectra from five diffraction satellites from these samples are charactensti-
Ga, -,ln,Sb/InAs superlattices at 5 K. Nominal layer cally broad and weak, The observed threading disioca-
thicknesses and compositions are shown. The cut-off tions appear to result solely from relaxation of the -
wavelength is observed to increase with increasing In
content of the Ga,___ln,Sb layers and increasing InAs layer GaSb buffer layers, with no evidence of relaxation

thickness, observed in the individual superlattice layers nor be-
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tween the superlattices and buffer layers. For growth of ..
Ga,_,InSb/InAs superlatuces on GaSb substrates.,
round (30rmm diameter), (100)-oriented wafers were - .s ,
used. These substrates were radiatively heated (In- ... swo',

free) for MBE growth via custom-designed molybdenum
wafer holders. The use of solderless substrate mounting 0'6-
was found to be of importance in preventing warping 0
and/or cracking of the substrate due to thermal stress. .
The substrates were chemically cleaaed prior to growth E .
by a standard degrease and 10mmn etch in
Br 2:HNO,:HCI:CH 3COOH (0.35:2:36: 460) (S J Eg- 10r

lash, private comimunication). In situ cleaning consisted
of outgassing at 250 °C in an ultrahigh vacuum buffer 1O

chamber, followed by heating in an Sb flux to the oxide
desorption temperature ( 500°C) in the growth T2 56 6t 6.oe

chamber. Reflection high-energy electron diffraction Two Theta toeq.

(aHEED) was used to monitor the oxide desorption pro- 10
cm l.X-RAY ROC,'ING CP,,

Typical superlattice layer thicknesses and composi-

tions are eight monolayers (25 A) of Ga0. 31no. 2,Sb and rJ-;,,,,,,• i /7
thirteen monolayers (39 A) of bIAs. These parameters -l o'ý- -owe P

have previously been shown to result in a superiattice • F
with..an energy gap near 100meV (12 am) [6]. Total C
superlattice thicknesses range from 40 to 80 periods (0.25 0 o1 L,
to 0.5 pm). At each interface of the superlattice, growth ,
was interrupted (no group III flux) in an Sb. flux for 5 s. "

During growth of the Gat_ -anSb layers, a I x 3 - o .
-10

RHEED pattern is observed, while InAs layers display a
I x 2 pattern. As the substrate temperature is varied, a
transition from I x 3 to I x 5 in the aHE.D pattern from lot
the Gag ,7InO,27Sb surface during a growth interruption 50. 59. 0 , I EDS -59.6 59.8 60 60.2 60' - E -
(in an Sb, flux) is observed. The transition point is
approximately 380 *C. The superlattices studied here

were grown at substrate temperatures just below this Figure 3. (a) High-resolution x-ray diffraction from
Ga,_ ,InSb/lnAs superfattaces (sis) grown on InP (brokenpoint. A similar transition in surface reconstructon also curve) and GaSb (full curve) substrates. The superlattices

occurs at 2440 °C for a GaSb surface in an Sb 2 flux, and were grown with similar layer thicknesses and
at --410 °C during growth of GaSb. These observations composition, under the growth conditions described in

suggest that the I x 3 to I x 5 transition in antimonide section 2. A peak due to the GaSb butter layer grown on
surface reconstruction is caused by an increase in Sb the InP substrate prior to deposition of the superlattice is

also visible in the broken curve.surface coverage at temperatures below the transition (b) Rocking-curve data from the superlattice grown on
temperature. This explanation is supported by the fact GaSb over a small angular range. Clear Pendellosung
that incorporation of As in antimonide layers has been fringes are observed
observed to increase with substrate temperature [11],
and is nearly eliminated in antimonide layers grown
below the transition temperature. substrates. The diffraction data were taken with a Cu K.

source passed through a four-crystal Ge monochroma-
tor. Long counting times (IS s) were used to improve

3. Structural characterization signal-to-noise ratio in the scans. The two superlatuces
were both grown with a nominal In content of x = 0.27

We anticipate that the structural quality of in the Ga_,1 ln.Sb layers. with growth conditions as
Gat_ ,nSb/InAs superlattices will have profound effects described in section 2. The period of the superlattice
upon material properties, such as carrier lifetimes and grown on GaSb is slightly shorter (61 A) than that of the
mobilities, which are crucial for detector performance. superlattice grown on lnP (64 A). as evidenced by its
Although some workers have reported success in reduc- slightly greater x-ray satellite spacing. Examination of
ing dislocation densities in relaxed buffer layers [13], figure 3(a) reveals that x-ray diffraction satellites from
high structural quality is commonly obtained only on the sample grown on GaSb are sharper, persistent to
lattice-matched substrates, higher order, and more intense than those from the

Figure 3(a) displays high-resolution x-ray diffraction sample grown on InP. All of these features are indica-
scans (rocking curves) from Gat1 lnSb/lnAs superlat- tions of dramatic differences in structural quality be-
tices grown on InP (broken curve) and GaSb (full curve) tween the two samples. It should be noted that we have
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attempted several different growth schemes to reduce PHOTOVOJAC SPECTR-V
threading dislocation densities in GaSb buffer layers.
grown on GaAs and InP substrates, including additional - .
strained-layer superlattices. annealing and encapsulated •
annealing. None of these approaches resulted in high-
resolution x-ray diffraction significantly better than that
shown in the broken curve of Figure 3(a). I

Figure 3(b) displays a plot of the diffraction data from .
the sample grown on GaSb over a small angular range, • -

revealing clear Pendellisung fringes around the zeroth- "0
order superlattice satellite. Theoretical simulations con- ,
firm that the width of this peak is determined by the
thickness of the superlattice (0.25 pmn), as opposed to ___

irregularities in superlattice period or lattice spacing. 15 12 10 9 8
Consistent with this finding, we were unable to detect the Wovetength (microns)

presence of any dislocations in cross sectional TEM im- F19WO 4. Photovoltaic spectrum from a 24 Aw40 A
ages of a superlattice grown on a GaSb substrate. The Ga ,51no 5SbllnAs photodiode at 5 K. The spectrum
ability to grow Ga, _.,rnSb/InAs superlattices which are displays a threshold near 12 pm.
dislocation free may be anticipated to have positive
effects upon material properties which are crucial for
infrared detecto-s. For example, carrier diffusion lengths lifetimes and depletion lengths are strongly dependent
may be limited by scattering from threading dislocations, upon carrier densities. Recent efforts directed towards
Hence, the availability of a lattice-matched substrate determining the source of the background acceptors will
represents a significant advantage for detectors based on be reported elsewhere (15].
Ga1 _-ln,Sb/lnAs superlattices relative to materials Figure 4 displays a photovoltaic spectrum taken from
which must be grown on relaxed buffer layers. a 24 A/40 oA Gao.0 5 Ino.0 2 Sb/InAs superlattice photo-

diode The p-n junction was formed by growing 0.25 pm
of nominally undoped superlattice material on top of

4. p-n juncions 0.25 in of intentionally n-doped material. The two sides
of the junction had the same superlattice layer thick-

The ability to dope an infrared material both p type and nesses and composition. Photodiodes were fabricated by
n type is necessary for the realization of photovoltaic chemically etching mesas [6] to isolate the junction and
detectors. One significant advantage which III-V semi- by depositing Al contact metal on both the tops of the
conductors hold over II-VI compounds is the greater mesas and the etched surface. This chip was then
availability of well-behaved substitutional impurity do- mounted on a header with a hole in its base for backside
pants. For 1ll-V MBE growth, silicon and beryllium are illumination, and wire bonds were connected to the two
by far the most popular dopants. It has recently been terminal devices. The spectrum in figure 4 was taken by
demonstrated that silicon is a well-behaved p-type do- using one of the photodiodes as a detector in a BOMEM
pant for GaSb [14]. while it is an n-type dopant for InAs. Fourier transform infrared spectrometer. A clear photo-
Beryllium is known to be an acceptor for all of the voltaic response is observed from the photodiode. with
conventional II-V compounds. Hence, it should be a threshold near 12 pm. consistent with the energy
possible to dope Ga- _n1 Sb/InAs superlattices p type gap expected from this superlattice. This demonstration
by co-deposition of Be during growth of either or both of photovoltaic response -verifies that photovoltaic
constituent layers, or by co-deposition of Si during detectors can be straightforwardly realized in the
growth of Gal ,InhSb layers only (assuming that the Ga, _Jln.SbflnAs materials system.
diffusion of Si atoms is limited). Conversely, co-deposi-
tion of Si during growth of InAs layers should result in an
n-type superlattice: we have observed well-behaved n- S. Summary
type doping of Ga, _lnSb/InAs superlattices via this in
situ technique up to levels of I x 1018 cm- 3 . Higher Infrared detectors based on III-V compounds are highl,
levels of n-type doping have not yet been attempted, and desirable as an alternative to Hg, ,CdTe. because of
are probably unnecessary for photovoltaic detectors. their materials processing and uniformity advantages

Although intentional doping in Ga1 -InSb/InAs Type 11 superlattices offer the possibility of creating
superlattices is fairly straightforward, achieving low III-V materials with cut-off wavelengths in the 8-14 urn
background (unintentional) carrier concentrations may range which simultaneously possess the high detectivities
be more difficult. To date. we have consistently observed and operating temperatures of an intnnsic detector. Of
background p-type doping in Ga1 , -nSb/InAs super- the two material systems which have been demonstrated
lattices, with carrier concentrations of approximately to have long-wavelength infrared response.
5 x 10'6 cm - ' at low temperatures. It is highly desirable Ga 1 4,InSb/lnAs has two significant advantages over
to decrease this background concentration as Auger InSb/lnAsSb, _,: energy gaps in the 8-14 um range are
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Growth of InAs/Gal -,lnSb infrared superlattices

D.H. Chow *. R.H. Miles. C.W. Nieh
Hughes Research Laboratories. Malibu California 90265. USA

and

T.C. McGill
T.J. Watson. Sr.. Laborator of Applied Physics. California Instiute of TechnoloV. Pasadena. California 9112 5. USA

A set of lnAs/Ga1 _,jn,Sb superlattices has been grown by molecular beam epitaxy. The superlattices are deposited on thick.
stress-relaxed buffer layers of GaSb on (100)-oriented GaAs substrates. A short-penod. heavily strained superlattice has been inserted
at the GaAs/GaSb interface. Transnussaon electron nmcroscope (TEM) images reveal that a dense network of dislocations forms at
this interface, with the vast majority of threading dislocations propagatng no further than the first 1000 k of the GaSb buffer laver.
Planar superlattice layers are observed, with no evidence of stress relaxauon between the layers or between the lnAs/Ga, - ,In, Sh
superlattuce and GaSb buffer. Analysis of X-ray diffraction satellites reveals that cross-incorporation of As in GaSb and Ga, _- In,Sb
layers is virtually eliminated at low growth temperatures. Photoconductivity spectra from the superlaltices display sharp photocurrent
threshold energpes, in agreement with previously published energy gaps derived from calculations and photolumnnescence data.
Thresholds in the 8-14 um range are obtained from superlatuces with very thin layers ( -40 A). which are necessary for strong
optical absorption in a type 11 superlattice. Finally. an absorption coefficient of = 2000 cm- is measured at 10 osm from a
superlatuce with an energy gap of 11.4 psm. This value is comparable to that of bulk Hg - ,Cd ,Te. the current industry standard for

infrared detectors in the 8-14 prm range.

3 1. Introductiom itv with GaAs-based readout electronics. Further-
more, the performance of infrared detectors based

InAs/Gal-,InSb superlattices show promise on InAs/Ga1 - .InSb superlattices should not be
as materials for infrared detection in the 8-14 Am limited by the high thermal generation rates which
range [1-41. In comparison to Hg _,Cd.Te, the preclude large D 's in multiquantumn well in-
current industry standard. InAs/Gal_.In5 Sb su- frared detectors (such as GaAs/AIGaAs multi-
perlattices are expected to hold several ad- quantum wells, for example) [6].
vantages: (i) a higher degree of uniformity, which The conceptual basis for achieving far-infrared
is crucial for the fabrication of large infrared energy gaps in InAs/Gal-_In,Sb superlattices
detector arrays, (ii) smaller leakage currents, due has been discussed previously [1 -41. Briefly. the
to the tunable increase in effective mass available broken-gap band alignment between the two con-
in a superlattice. (iii) reduced Auger recombina- stituent materials yields a small energy gap for the
tion rates. due to the substantial splitting of the superlattice once quantum confinement effects are
light and heavy hole bands and the increase in considered (assuming reasonably thin layers). The
electron effective mass 151. (iv) better understood presence of coherent strain between the InAs and
device processing techniques. and (v) compatibil- Gat -,InSb layers shifts the band edges such that

the superlattice energy gap is reduced. This shift isI Formerly at California Institute of Technology, Pasadena. advantageous because narrower energy gaps
California. USA. (longer cutoff wavelengths) can be obtained with
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reduced layer thicknesses. leading to enhanced most immediateli upon commencement of the
optical absorption and carrier transport proper- short period super;2ttice. However. streak%
ties. RHEED patterns wer- reLovered within the first

In this paper. we present structural and optical 100 A of a 5000 A G, Sb baffer laver, grown at
characterization of a set of InAs/Gal_,In,Sh 420-450°C on top of the short period super-
superlattices grown by molecular beam epitaxv lattice. A I x 3 RHEED pattern was observed
(MBE). Layer thicknesses and compositions have throughout the deposition of the GaSh buffer
been varied, resulting in samples with energy gaps layer, which is stress relaxed (free standing as
ranging from 80 to 340 meV (3.5 to 15 pm). determined by X-ray diffraction. Growth was I
Structural characterization of the superlattices completed by deposition of an InAs/Ga _In, Sb
consisted of reflection high energy electron dif- superlattice on top of the buffer laver. The choice
fraction (RHEED). X-ray diffraction. and (in some of GaSb as a buffer laver matenal for the
cases) transmission electron microscopy (TEM). strained-laver lnAs/Ga_ - In, Sb superlattices was,
Spectrally resolved photoconductivity and optical made because of the intermediate value of the
transmission experiments have also been per- lattice constant of GaSb with respect to the two
formed. Absorption coefficients comparable to constituent materials of the superlattice. Substrate
those of bulk Hg,_ -Cd.,Te have been observed, temperatures ranging from 350 to 400°C were

selected for the InAs/Ga-_,In,.Sb superlattices
studied here. Ga1 ,_-In,Sb and InAs displayed 1 x

2. Growth and strutura characterization 3 and 1 x 2 surface reconstructions. respectively.
as observed via RHEED patterns during growth

All of the samples discussed here have been of the superlattices. For substrate temperatures
grown by MBE on (100)-oriented GaAs substrates below 370 °C (approximately), a transition to a I
in a Perkin-Elmer 430 system equipped with both 1 x 5 RHEED pattern was observed during growth
arsenic and antimony crackers. Measurements of interrupts (in an Sb flux) on Gat - ,In,Sb surfaces.
the substrate temperature were obtained through a A cross-sectional TEM photograph of an I
thermocouple. which was either in contact with a InAs/Ga1 _-InSb superlattice grown by the
molybdenum block (in the case of indium-soldered method described above is shown in fig. 1. The
substrates), or a heat diffuser (in the case of figure reveals a dense network of dislocations at
indium-free substrate mounts). In both cases, the the GaSb/GaAs interface, the vast majority of
thermocouple readings were calibrated to optical which do not propagate past the first 1000 A of
pyrometer readings above 500 C. At lower sub- buffer layer growth. The remaining threading dis-
strate temperatures, a transition in the GaSb locations persist through the entire structure. with I
surface reconstruction under an Sb, flux from a density of approximately 109 cm - :. There is no
1 x 3 to 1 x 5 was used as a point of calibration evidence of plastic stress relaxation in any of the
for thermocouple readings. Nominal growth rates superlattice layers, nor between the superlattice
were calibrated via bulk film thickness measure- and buffer laver. In spite of the high threading
ments and RHEED oscillations measured during dislocation densities, TEM images reveal smooth.
homoepitaxial growth of GaAs and InAs. A planar. InAs/Ga,-_InSb superlattice layers over
"nude" ion gauge was used to monitor the Sb, most of the sample area. It is likely that substan-
and As, fluxes. tial improvements in structural quality can be

Growth of each of the superlattices studied achieved by growing InAs/Ga_,-InSb super-
here commenced with 3000 A of GaAs. grown at a lattices on GaSb substrates. However. GaAs sub-
substrate temperature of 600 * C . Following the strates are substantially less expensive and provide
GaAs layer, a ten period. 1 monolayer/1 mono- the possibility of monolithic integration with read-
layer. GaSb/GaAs superlattice was deposited at out circuitry.
520°C. Spotty RHEED patterns. indicative of a Fig. 2 displays (400)-like. 0/20 X-ray diffrac-
three-dimensional growth mode, were observed al- tion data from an 80 period. 41 A/25 A. InAs/
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II
3 SUPERLATTICE

*GaSb 

4

GaAs

Fig. 1. Cross-sectional TEM image of an lnAs/Ga1 -,ln,Sb superlattice grown on a GaAs substrate by the method descnbed in the
text. A dense network of dislocations is observed at the GaAs/GaSb interface: most of these dislocations do not propagate past the

first 1000 A of the GaSb buffer layer.

Ga 0.75ln 0o.2Sb superlattice. grown by the method tion. respectively. This information is sufficient to
described previously. The period and average in- compute the In and Ga fluxes used during growth
teratomic spacing of the superlattice has been (two measured quantities. two determined vana-
determined from the X-ray data by measuring the bles). assuming the structure is in a known strain
satellite spacings and zeroth order satellite posi- state. Hence. the layer thicknesses and

Ga1 4InSb composition. x. of the superlattice
can be determined from the X-ray data without
relying on nominal growth rates: The intensities of

7 41A/25& ýnAs/Gmon02!Sb Yx-AV D0IFRACTION the superlattice satellite peaks shown in fig. 2 are
C.4 in excellent agreement with those predicted by

kinematical theory. The widths of the peaks are-- , limited by the resolution of the X-ray diffractome-

•ter used here. The intensity and narrowness of the
ý5 -2 ! satellite peaks is indicative of highly regular super-

.!j-2 •lattie growth with limited interdiffusion between
,lavers [7].

The position of the GaSb buffer laver peak in
S• -fig. 2 indicates that there is virtually no cross-in-

__ _ _ __-_ _ corporation of As into the layer (<0.1%). We

have previously reported that growth of GaSb
0 . .60 '(with a cracked Sb source), in an As background50 60 7o produced by a hot. shuttered. As cracker, yields

TWO THETA (aeg) substantial cross-incorporation (7-30%) of As over
Fig. 2. 0/28 X-ray diffraction data for an 80 period. 41 A/25 the substrate temperature range 450-530 oC: in
A. lnAs/Gao.7 ln 0 .25 Sb superlatuce. showing (400)-like dif-
fraction peaks. The sample was irradiated with Cu Ka X-rays. that study, lower substrate temperatures were

Each peak in the figure is bimodal due to the Ka doublet. The found to yield lesser degrees of As-incorporation
GaSh buffer and GaAs substrate peaks are labeled. [8]. A substrate temperature of approximately
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425°C was chosen for growth of the GaSb buffer l
layer in the sample used to produce fig. 2. result- Ms/Ga,..n.Sb SLS PHOTOCONDUV;t.
ing in the virtual elimination of As from the layer. ==4 2ý
These results suggest that: (i) increased coverage 45/28
of Sb on the GaSb surface occurs as the substrate
temperature is lowered, and (ii) the As-sticking -2-c ,,=025

coefficient is more strongly dependent on surface ,,/3 41A/25A's
composition (Sb-coverage) than substrate temper-
ature over the temperature range studied here. The
effects of increased Sb-surface coverage would be o -o25
enhanced if As4 molecules dominate the As-back- 37A/25) I
ground pressure when the As shutter is closed.
since adjacent lattice sites are required for incor- U

poration of As4 into GaAs [9.10]. We have, fur-
thermore. estimated the cross-incorporation of ar- x=0.25

senic in the Ga, ,_xlnrSb layers of the superlattice 25k/25A x I
used to produce fig. 2 to be no greater than 1%. 28k/2aA
This estimate was made by assuming that the .... I .... I .... I " I ...
nominal GaSb growth rate was accurate to ± 20%, 0 100 200 300 400 500

and applying the X-ray analysis described in the Energy (meV)

previous paragraph to determine the In flux and Fig. 3. Photoconductivuy spectra from five in InAs/

the degree of As-incorporation. Ga - ,lnSb superlauices.

range is obtained for reasonably thin layers ( 40
3. Optical characterization A), which are necessary for strong optical absorp-

tion. U
Photoconductive devices have been fabricated Fig. 4 contains an experimental absorption

for this study by chemically etching mesa struc- spectrum, taken from the 41 A/25 A InAs/
tures into the InAs/Ga,_,n1 Sb superlattices.
Evaporated aluminum contacts were then placed 3 411/25A InAs/GciTsln0,Sb SLS ABSORPTION
on the tops of the mesas and etched surfaces.
forming sets of diodes. Fig. 3 displays spectrally
resolved photocurrent data from five InAs/ 2 U
Ga1 _l-In.Sb superlattices. The spectra were ob- E
tained under backside illumination at different U

applied biases. All of the data presented in fig. 3 o
were obtained at 5 K; to date, temperature depen-
dence has been studied in only the 25 A/25 A T 5

InAs/Ga 0 -75 n0 25 Sb superlattice. revealing no ap-
preciable changes in photoconductive response up _

tolOOK. Ascan be seen from the figure, photo- 0 K . -j ....
conductive thresholds shift to lower energies as 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170
the InSb fraction and/or InAs layer thickness are ENERGY (mev)

increased. The photoconductive thresholds dis- Fig. 4. Measured absorption coefficient for a 41 A/25 A
played in fig. 3 are in excellent agreement with lnAs/Ga0 ,51n0 .25Sb superlattice. Absorption at 10 pm is
previously published energy gaps derived from comparable to that of bulk Hg1 - ,Cd ,Te with the same energy 3

gap. The small amplitude oscillations observed in the figure are
calculations and photolumiescence spectra (4]. It interference fringes resulting from a difference in thickness
should be noted that operation in the 8-14 )im between the sample and a reference piece of a GaAs substrate.

E
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Ga4 ,,lIn,,,,Sb superlattice for which X-ra% and ductive thresholds at energies which agree well
photocurrent data are displayed in figs. 2 and 3. with calculated energ\ gaps. Finali. an absorp-
respectively. The superlattice absorption edge is tion coefficient of 2000 cm-' at 10 Am has been
abrupt (the absorption increases by one order of measured from a superlattice with an 11 Am en-
magnitude within 10 meV of the threshold energy). ergy gap. As this value is comparable to that of., attaining a value of approximately 2000 cm-' at bulk Hg, -,CdTe. we feel it iLs a promising result
10 ,im. This value is comparable to that of bulk for detectors based on InAs /Ga_ ln, Sb super-
Hg,-,Cd,Te with the same energy gap. The ob- lattices.
servation of large absorption coefficients from a
type I1 superlattice is consistent with the predict-
ion of large electron effective masses in these Acknowledgments
structures, which may reduce leakage currents and
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Infrared optical characterization of InAs/Ga1... ln,,Sb superiattices
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InAs/Ga, - ,lnSb superlattices have been examined by photolunecce
photoconductivity, and infrared optical transmission. Samples display clear photoconductive
threshods at enegie in agreement with bond gaps derived from photoliniecne
Far-infrared energy gaps (8-14 Ism and beyond) are obtained for InAs/GaO%,34n&Sb
auperlattice with periods < 75 A. in good agreement with gaps calculated from a simple
two-lund model. An absorption coefficient of -2000 cm -' t10pum is measured in a
superlattice with an energy gap of I11.4 pm. The magnitude aid shape of this absorption edge
is comparable to that of bulk Hg, - ,Cd1Te~. suggesting that infrared detectors based on
InAs/Gal -AnSb superlattices may be competitive in the 8-14,pm range and beyond.

mM~/Gal -A.h Sb superiattices have been prnp osed two-band model. An optical absorption spectrum is pre-
for infrared detector applications in the 8-14 pm rage.- 1. meted for a superlattice with an 11.4 um gap.
It has been suggested that these superlattices might enjoy a bIAs/Ga, - InAb suparlattices with layer thicknesses
number of advantages over bulk Hg, - ,C4Te (the curret of 25-45 A and 1d~b fractionsx of 0 and 0.25 were grown
industry standard), including lower leakage curns on (100) GaAs substrates by molecular beam epitaxy
greater uniformity, and a more radlily p a, ,I material (MBE).- Details of the growth have been presented
syszem. Far-infrared response in these structures arises elsewhem" X-ray diffractions and transmission electron
from the broken gap band alignment between bIAs an mcsop 7 were used to examine the structural quality of
Gal - ln1Sb, depicted in Fig. 1. The band alignment is th ueltie. hedn ilctindniiso
presumed to result in a zero gap superlattice in the absence cm 2 are apparent through transmission electron micros-
of quantum confinement effects; in the case of InAs/GaSb, copy, orignating at the initial interfaces between the GaAs

the ranitin t a enuetalicsuprlatic bad srucure substrates and InAs or G&Sb buffer layers. Despite these

has been observed to occur at layer thicknesses of - 100 dilctodesisheupramaysaparigy
A.3 However, as the type-11 b~and~ afignment kmhaielec ~.planar, regular, and uniform across a 2 in. wafer. X-ray

tron an hoes n dffeent ayes o th suerithm diffraction yields numerous sharp superlattuce satellite
eetrons-ndholesoera in differnt nayrrof-p the supeattc peaks, in excellent agreement with diffraction calculated

structrs yielding small optical absorption coefficients.4 fo ieaia oe.W idn vdneo lsi

Smith and MailhiotI.2 suggested adding ayidium to the an-
timonide layers to reduce the layer thickn~esses necessary
for long wavelength response, thereby increasing the
electron-hole overlap. Absorption coefficients comparable
to those of Hg, -Cd,,Te were calculated for these ~ .. . . .

structures.
In this letter we present experimental evidence that La

energy band gaps spanning the far infrared may be ob- -.
tained in thin layer InAs/Ga I - In.Sb superlattices, and JH
that absorption in these structures is comparable to that of &"%b Wf
Hg, -,Cd~Te. We have estimated superlattice energy gaps Gl~b IA

from photoluminescenme and have correlated these with FG .Bn hieisfrteI~/&-IS uiui.W
photoconductive thresholds. Experimental band gaps are betvy-hole. fight-hole. .nd eoncdian-its-Wn ,eft an nde media by H. L..
compared with theoretical values derived fromt a simple andC. Ip ctvely. Lceh-auon of elecuawi in the InAa layer and holes

in the Ga,-..nSb is indicated by the dm*Wa line superlatice energ
l-evel.

Appl. Ph"5. Left. 57 (8). 20 August I9OW 0003-6951/90/340801-0=S2.00 1990 Americn inebunte of Ptaysucs
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lrAs/Go,.,ln,Sb P,4OTOLUMINESCENCE TABLE 1. Campanson of energy band gaps derived from phoiolumine,
(5K) cence. photoconductiviaty. and thear% for the lnAs/Gj *lnSlý superw~i

.F laces examined here.
x-0O.25Thces
1 7A/25A Layer TikesEnerg) gap

At A) ImeV)
.0InAs Ga, inSb, A s, x PL PC Theor%

xi025
I L 25.&251 28 28 0 0.07 330* 10 350±r W 320

in25 25 0.25 0.08 240* 10 250±z1M 280
z37 25 0.25 0.05 150±:10 170±t10 180

zX 41 25 0.25 0 1 10:t10 110

I' . I. . . .I /28ak 45 28 0.25 0 80±k10 100

0 100 200 300 400 500

48)ENEGY(rnV)ever, in the case of the 25 k/'25 k InAs/Ga0 74%0 24~b
superlattice. luminescence was obtained with a 70 mW

InAu/Ga,-Jn.Sb PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY Al~aAs laser diode pump. The approximately Gaussian
(5K) shape of the luminescence peak from this sample suggests

x0.25a randomn variation in superlattice parameters. leading us
.21 4A/28Ato associate the band gap with the luminescence peak en-

ergy in "hi sample. Consistent with this interpretation, the
30 meV width of the luminescence peak coincides with the

o x-0.25change in superlattice energy gap expected from a single
.0 37/251monolayer fluctuation in InAs well thickness (the gap is

les sensitive to changes in Gal - .In1Sb layer thickness).
x-n0.25 Although we have demonstrated sample-to-sample growth"2"a25251/251to be reproducible to better than I A in superlattice period.

discrete interfacial fluctuations of one monolayer can be
itwO expected in samples grown by MBE in a standard two-

0028A/281 dimensional growth mode.9
0 Also shown in Fig. 2 are spectrally resolved photocon-

Mb ENERGY (m.V) ductive responses of the three superlattices for which pho-
toluminescence spectra are shown, and of a narrow gap

FIG.2. a) Potoum fmm hra n~aGa, n~bsu. superlantice which did not yield distinguishable lumines-
perwatce (28 A12s A IbAa/Ga. 25 A/5Ai~/a,,I,,S. cence. Photoconductive devices were fabricated by contact-
37 AnS A m[t/Ga ,.n,,:..Sb). bI Photocondiacuivity spectra ffom the ing mesa structures etched into the superlattices. Photo-
sa11Me mlm said an addatovial 45 A/28 A 1nAz/Gxa~,,.i,, !.Sb super- current was measured under backside illumination at
lattice AN data etre taken at 5 K. different applied biases. All spectra shown in Fig. 2 were

obtained at 5 K; to date. temperature dependence has been
stress relaxation in any of the individual superlattice layers, studied in only the 25 AJ25 A, lnAs/Ga0 .751%25Sb super-
nor between the superlattices and buffer layers. lattice, revealing no appreciable changes in photoconduc-

Photoluminescence from three superlattices is shown tive response up to 100 K. As can be seen from the figure.
in Fig. 2. As with all of the optical results presented here, photoconductive thresholds are in good agreement with
these spectra were obtained on a Bomem Fourier trans- energy gaps derived from photolumninescence. In addition,
form infrared (FTIR) spectrometer. Photoluminescence a photoconductive threshold beyond 15 Min is observed
was obtained at 5 K using an Ar 'laser or AIGaAs laser from the 45 A/28 A 1nAs/Gao.,,In0 .ZsSb superlattice.
diode pump modulated at 40 kHz. and was detected by an Figure 2 clearly illustrates the drop in superlattice en-
InSb or a HgCdTe detector cooled to 77 K, or by a Si:As ergy gap as the InSb fraction x is increased from 0 to 0.25.
detector at 4.2 K. Phase-sensitive detection of a modulated and shows the systematic decrease in energy gap with in-
luminescence signal was necessary to discriminate weak creasing InAs layer thickness. These dependences are enu-
luminescence from the substantial 300 K blackbody merated in Table 1, which also compares experimental
background.$ band gaps with those derived from a two-band model. Cal-

We associate luminescence peaks from each of the culated gaps are based on a tight-binding model'10 modified
samples with fundamental conduction to heavy hole va- to include effects due to strain. This model yielded gaps in
lence band transitions. In the cases of the 28 A/29 A good agreement with those of Smith and Mailhiot. 1-'2 A
InAs/GaSb and 37 A/25 A InAs/Ga0 ,,1n0 25Sb superlat- column has been added in Table I to identify the extent of
tices, luminescence was detected only for average pump arsenic incorporation in our antimonide layers, which ini-
powers greater than 350 mW into approximately 0. 1 mm . tially posed a problem in the growth of these samples. 5 In
The intensity of these optical pumps likely contributed to our calculations. As incorporation is assumed to increase
the observed broadenings, leading us to associate the en- the energy band gaps of the InAs/Gaj rlnlSb superlat-
ergy gaps with the low-energy luminescence edges. How- tices by linearly reducing the valence-band offset between
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1 3 4A2Lls/h,,n.SbSSASRTI... coefficients were predicted due to the higher density of
41A251IflS/GL~sflo.isb SS AS0RT19~l~ states associated with larger effective masses in the

superlattices. 1 These larger effective masses present poten-
tial for improved performance over Hgl - 1CdTe. as they

.~2 could suppress tunneling responsible for leakage currents
E in present detectors.

Our results show promise for long wavelength infrared
detectors based on InAs/Gal - ln.,Sb strained-layer super-
lattices. In particular, we have demonstrated an absorption

(5K) coefficient comparable to that of bulk Hgl - CdTe at 10
pm, and have obtained infrared response spanning the 8-
14 pmi range and beyond in other thin-layer superlattices.

0 .... I* ... I .... Energy gaps derived from photoconductivity and photolu-
100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 minescence are in excellent agreement with each other and

ENERGY' (mey) with gaps calculated from a simple two-band model. Quan-
tifying the observed photoconductive response is the sub-
jec of ongoing work, as is the issue of doping associatedI FIG. 3. Experimental andl theoretical absorption coefficients (solid and with fabrication of a photovoltaic device.

broken lanes respectively) for a 41 A/25 A InAs/Ga%,yInoz.Sb superlat- The authors are grateful for fruitful discussions with
tice. Absorpion atI10 m is canparablee to that of bulk Hg, - Cdje with

the srne nerg pp.D. L. Smith of Los Alamos National Laboratories and C.
Majlhiot of Lawrence Livermore Laboratories. We also

arsenide and antimonide layers. The 7% incorporation in wish to acknowledge discussions with R. Baron, J. P.Iour InAs/G&5b superlattice explains the small discrepancy Baukus, A. T. Hunter, 0.1. Marsh, J. R. Sdderstrom.n and
between our energy gap and that expected from the data M. H. Young and the timely technical assistance of C.
previously reported for this system." Agreement between Haeussler. Parts of this work were performed under con-
the measured and calculated energy gaps in Table I is ex- tract Nos. N0O0l4-89-C-0203 and N00014-89-J-3 196 fromI cellent, given the uncertainties in input parameters associ-. the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and the
ated with calculating the energy gaps. Office of Naval Research.

Experimental and theoretical absorption spectra for a
41 A/25 A InAs/G&0*7 s1n0*25Sb superlattice are shown in 'D. L. Smith andl C. Mailbiot. 3. AppI. Phys. 6L. 2545 (1987).

5 Fig. 3. The calculated spectrum was derived from the same C. Mailhitot anid D. L. Smith, 1. Vac. Sci. Technol. A 7. 445 (1989).
two-band tight-binding model used to calculate the super- -L.L. Chang. N. J. Kawai. G. A. Sai..Halasz It. Ludeke. and L. Esaki.

Appl. Phys. Lett. 35. 939 (1979).
lattice energy gaps. As is apparent from the figvre, both the 'D. K. Arch. G. Wick~s. T. ToIIsue. and J.-L. Staudennman, J. AppI.Iobserved energy gap of 108 meV and the measured absorp- Plays. 51. 3933 (19115).
tion coefficient are in excellent agreement with theory. The 'D. H. Chow, Rt. H. Miles. J. Rt. Sodersroni. anod T. C. McGill. J. Vac.

Sci. Techniol. B (to be published).
superlattice absorption edge is abrupt, attaining a value of 6D,. H. Chw ft. H. Miles. 3. It. Sddestrom. and T. C. McGill. Appl.Mapproximately 2000 cm - 1at 10 pm. As this value is corn- Phys. Lett. 5C. 1418 (I99).
parable to that of bulk Hg1 - ~Cd~Te with the same gpp. we 7C. W. Nieh (unpublished).

feel it is a promising result for detectors based on In~s 3J. P. Baukus. A. T. Hunter. 0. J. Marsh, C. E. Jones. G. Y. Wut. S. It.
Metzler. T. C. McGill, and J.-P. Faurite. J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A 4.2110I Gal - 1 n1Sb superlattices. In addition, the magnitude of (1916).

this absorption is consistent with the prediction that the 9P. M. Petroff. J. Cibert. A. C. Gossard, G.3J. Dolan. and C. W. Tu. J.
perpendicular electron effective makss in the superlattice is Vac. Sci. Technol. B S. 1204 (1937).

getrthan that of HgI - ~Cd~Te. Although the oscillator 3O.3J. Song. Y. S. Yoon. A. Fedotwvsky. Y. B. Kim. J. N. Schulmnan. C.rn graterW. Tu. D. Huang. and H. Morkc-c. Phys. Rev. 8 34. 1953 (1956).
strengths in these type-II superlattices are expected to be "P. Voisin, G. Bastard. C. E. T. Goncalves da Silva. M. Voos. L. L.
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ABSTRACT

We report the successful growth of InAs/Gai-,In2 Sb strained-layer superlattices, which 3
have been proposed for far-infrared applications. Samples were grown by molecular beam

epitaxy and characterized by reflection high energy electron diffraction, transmission electron

microscopy, x-ray diffraction, photoluminescence, and photoconductivity. Excellent struc- U
tural quality is achieved for superlattices grown on thick, strain relaxed GaSb buffer layers

on GaAs substrates at fairly low substrate temperatures (< 400 'C). Photoluminescence and

photoconductivity measurements indicate that the energy gaps of the strained-layer super- £
lattices are smaller than those of InAs/GaSb superlattices with the same layer thicknesses, in

agreement with the theoretical predictions of Smith and Mailhiot. 1 ,2 In the case of a 45 A/28 A
InAs/Ga0e.7 sn 0 .25 Sb superlattice, an energy gap of 80meV (> 15 Jm) is measured. These re-

sults suggest that far-infrared cutoff wavelengths are compatible with the thin superlattice

layers required for strong optical absorption in type-II superlattices. I
1. INTRODUCTION

We present results of the first experimental study of InAs/Gal_=InSb superlattices, I
which have been proposed for application as infrared detectors. InAs/Gal-,In.Sb superlat-

tices with z = 0 and 0.25 grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) have been character-

ized structurally by reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED), x-ray diffraction, £
and transmission electron microscopy. Infrared photoluminescence and photoconductive re-

sponses have been obtained for the superlattices, yielding experimental energy band gaps.

These results have been compared with theoretical gaps derived from a two-band k -p model

in reasonable agreement with more sophisticated calculations.
Several superlattices have received attention as alternatives to Hgj CdTe for infrared

detection, especially in the 8 - 12pm region.1-5 Difficulties in controlling and reproducing

Hg1 _ Cd=Te alloy band gaps originally stimulated interest in HgTe/CdTe superlattices. 3
,4

As pointed out by Smith et al,4 compositional fluctuations create difficulties in controlling

alloy band gaps which can be circumvented by growing superlattice structures consisting of

thin, repeated layers of pure HgTe and CdTe. It has been demonstrated that the gap of such
a superlattice can be more easily controlled for growth by MBE, 6 as it depends on control 3
of layer thicknesses, rather than composition. In addition to allowing finer control of the

small band gaps necessary for long wavelength detection, these superlattices should allow

SPIE Vol 1285 Growth of Semiconductor Structures and High- 7ý Thin Films on Semiconductors (1990)
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electronic transport properties to be tailored independently of band gap. In particular. as
electrons and holes are confined primarily in the small gap HgTe layers, the superlattice band
gap is determined largely by the HgTe layer thicknesses, while transport of electrons normal
to the layers is dictated primarily by the thickness of interleaved CdTe barriers. By adding
an extra degree of freedom to the structure, it is hoped that electron effective masses can
be raised above the bulk Hgo.sCdo. 2Te value of 0.0088 m,, thereby reducing leakage currents
arising from electron tunneling under an applied bias. HgTe/HglzCd"Te superlattices are
the subject of ongoing research. 7

Superlattices of InAsl_,Sb2 have also attracted attention as long wavelength detec-
tors, 5,",9 without the materials problems inherent to Hgl_,CdTe. Although the III-V's
offer no narrow- gap analogue of HgTe (InAso. 3gSbO.s, has the smallest bulk alloy gapl,
E,(77K) = 140meV), it was suggested that far infrared energy gaps could be obtained in
a strained-layer InAsi_ 2Sb. superlattice. 5 Energy gaps in the 8 - 12 1tm region have been
demonstrated for these structures, and infrared detection obtained with photoconductive and
photovoltaic devices.,"9 However, these long wavelength cutoffs have only been achieved for
relatively thick layers (> 75 A). As the InAs,,.Sb /InAsi -,Sbv superlattice confines elec-
trons and holes in different layers, these thick layers result in small electron-hole overlap,
which has translated into small absorption coefficients.

We report here a study of InAs/Gal,_InI Sb strained-layer superlattices, which promise
advantages of the HgTe/HgI _2Cd2 Te and InAs, -_.Sb. /InAs, _.Sby superlattices while avoid-
ing some of their pitfalls. 1,2 Like the InAs.._Sb 2/InAs-,_Sb, system, far-infrared response
in InAs/Gai_=In2 Sb superlattices comes from a type-II band alignment. However, un-
like InAsl_, Sb 2 , effects due to strain are combined with a substantial valence band off-
set (AE, i. 510meV). As can be seen in Fig. 1, the unstrained conduction band edge of
InAs lies below the unstrained valence band edges of InSb or GaSb. Semimetallic behavior
has been reported in the lightly strained InAs/GaSb superlattice," which has been studied

extensively.12-26 However, this is only achieved for InAs layer thicknesses greater than ap-
proximately 100 A, resulting in comparatively poor absorption due to the effective localization
of electrons and holes in opposite layers of the superlattice. Smith and Mailhiot suggested
substituting a Ga_1In2 Sb alloy for GaSb, thereby lowering the gap of the antimonide layer
and further rnisaligning the band edges through strain effects.", 2 Thus, the bands are suffi-
ciently misaligned that the quantum confinement effects resulting from ultrathin layers are
essential for a nonzero band gap. Narrowing the layers to achieve this infrared band gap also
increases the electron-hole overlap, improving long-wavelength absorption; absorption coeffi-
cients comparable to those of Hgl,_Cd2 Te and greatly exceeding those of IllAs_,rSbr have
been projected for this system. Calculations also yield an electron effective mass m: = 0.03m,
for this superlattice, a value large enough to suppress electron tunneling currents but small
enough to permit effective carrier transport after excitation of an electron-hole pair.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

InAs/Gal_,InSb superlattice growth conditions summarized here have been described
in detail elsewhere. 17,18 Superlattices were grown by MBE on strain-relaxed GaSb or InAs
buffer layers atop (100) GaAs substrates. Growth commenced with deposition of 3000 A of
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Fig. 1. Alignment of the conduction and valence band edges of bulk and strained InAs, 3
GaSb, and InSb. The generally accepted InAs/GaSb valence band offset of 510meV
places the InAs conduction band edge below the GaSb valence band edge,10 yielding
a semimetallic (zero energy gap) band lineup in the absence of quantum confinement. I
Strain effects further misalign the energy bands, allowing thin layer InAs/Gal_,In 2Sb
superlattices to have band gaps tunable throughout the infrared. (After Ref. 1.) 1

GaAs atop the substrate, followed by growth of a thin, highly strained, short period su-
perlattice (5 periods of an InO.TGao.3As/GaAs 2 monolayer / 2 monolayer superlattice for
subsequent growth of an InAs buffer layer, or 10 periods of a 1 monolayer / 1 monolayer
GaSb/GaAs superlattice for an overlying GaSb buffer layer). 0.5 - 1.0Um buffer layers of
InAs or GaSb were then grown, at substrate temperatures of 450 - 520 °C or 430 - 520 -C,
respectively. Previous studies have demonstrated that these preliminary, short period su-
perlattices can improve the quality of subsequent overlayers.19.20 Utilizing this scheme, we I
achieved threading dislocation densities of roughly 109cm- 2 in the InAs or GaSh buffer lay-
ers. 21 Misfit accommodating dislocations necessary to relieve stresses in these structures were
confined strictly within these initial short period superlattices. I

Several InAs/Ga,_InSb superlattices were grown, with layer thicknesses of 25 - 45 A
and InSb fractions z = 0 and 0.25. Incorporation of background As was found to be a
problem in the antimonide layers, but was reduced by lowering the substrate temperature I
and reducing the As flux. The temperature of the As evaporator was lowered to the point
where RHEED patterns indicated a transition from an As- to an In-stabilized surface at a 3
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28A/28Ak InAs/GoSb X-RAY DIFFRACTION
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Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction froa InAs/GaSb and InAs/Gao.7sln0.25Sb superlattices. The

narrow, regutlarly spaced superlattice satellite peaks are in good agreement with theory
and indicate high structural quality. Doublets are due to separation of the Cu Ka I and
K012 x-ray lines (peak widths are limited by instrumental resolution). Proximity of the
zeroth-order superlattice peaks to the buffer layer peaks illustrates the small net strains
in these superlattices.
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fixed InAs growth rate of 0.2 monolayer/sec. Despite efforts to reduce As incorporation, our i
Sb layers show residual As fractions of up to 7%.17 The nature of this incorporation and
its possible correlation with background levels of As trimers and tetramners is the subject
of ongoing work. High quality x = 0.25 superlattices exhibiting x-ray diffraction such as
that shown in Fig. 2 could only be achieved for growth temperatures below 400 'C. Bulk
InAs and Gal_,In 2 Sb and InAs/GaSb superlattices could be grown at substantially higher
temperatures, but growth of the InAs/Gao.'sIn0. 2 5Sb superlattices at 400 °C or above resulted I
in poor surface morphology and weak, broad x-ray diffraction peaks. The reason for this
disparity between bulk and superlattice growth temperatures is not yet clear, although the
lattice mismatch between InAs and Ga 0 .7 5Ino.2 5Sb can drive formation of structural defects I
through a number of thermally activated processes. 22,23

X-ray diffraction from two of the superlattices is shown in Fig. 2. The scans were taken on
a Phillips 0/20 diffractometer using a Cu x-ray source. Doublets apparent in the diffraction
scans are intrinsic not to the samples but to the Cu x-ray source, due to closely spaced
Kol and Ka 2 lines; contributions from K# were removed with a graphite monochromator
and Ni filter. The appearance of numerous sharp, regularly spaced, x-ray satellites is an
indication of high structural quality with little interdiffusion. 24 The x=0.25 superlattice was
grown on a GaSb buffer layer so as to distribute the strain between both sets of layers in the
superlattice. While the individual superlattice layers each lie substantially below predicted
elastic limits, 25 it has been demonstrated that strained superlattices can break away as a
whole from underlying buffer layers to which they are poorly matched. 26,27 However, our
x-ray diffraction data show no evidence of strain relaxation, consistent with the absence of
interfacial misfit dislocations in preliminary TEM studies.2'

Superlattice band gaps have been inferred from low temperature photoluminescence spec-,I
tra accumulated on a Bomem Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer (FTIR). Optical ex-
citation was achieved with a cooled AlGaAs laser diode gated at 40kHz, or with an Ar 4

ion laser gated at the same frequency by an acousto-optic modulator. Luminescence was 3
detected by InSb and HgCdTe detectors cooled to 77K, or by a Si:As detector at 4.2K. Sig-
nals were amplified, filtered, and demodulated with a lockin amplifier before passing through
the Fourier transform electronics, enabling weak luminescence to be detected against 300K
background radiation.

Photoluminescence (PL) spectra from three of the samples are shown in Fig. 3. Lumi-
nescence from a 28 A/28 A InAs/GaSb superlattice is in excellent agreement with previously
reported data.' 2 The narrowest peak, from the 25A/25A InAs/Gao.75 1n 0 .25 Sb superlattice,
is approximately Gaussian in shape, with a half width of 30meV. This energy spread coin- U
cides with the change in superlattice band gap under a single monolayer fluctuation in InAs
well thickness (the gap is less sensitive to changes in Gal-.InSb layer thickness). While the
reproducibility and uniformity of growth was substantially better than one monolayer, this I
value clearly represents a lower limit for interfacial fluctuations in a ledge growth mode.28
Analysis of the luminescence line shapes was not possible for the other superlattices, as
luminescence was observed only under high (degenerate) excitation. I

We associate the InAs/Ga1-.In.Sb superlattice band gaps with the low energy lumines-
cence cutoffs, assigning the luminescence to a conduction to valence band transition. This 3

SPIE Vol 1285 Growth of Semiconductor Structures and High-Tc Thin Films on Semiconductors (1990)
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InAs/Ga,_,In.Sb SLS PHOTOLUMINESCENCE

T=5K
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Fig. 3. Photoluminescence at 5K from three InAs/GaifInSb superlattices, illus-
trating the shift to longer wavelength (lower energy) with increasing InSb content X or
increasing layer thickness.

assignment is consistent with the previous work on InAs/GaSb, and is likely an excellent
assumption for the narrower gap superlattices, since binding energies diminish as the hand
gap narrows. As is apparent from Fig. 3, the addition of In to the antimonide layers clearly
has the effect of lowering the energy gap, despite the slightly greater thickness of the layers
in the InAs/GaSb superlattice examined here. As discussed by Smith and Mailhiotl-2 this
reduction stems both from strain effects in the superlattice, and from the lowering of the
antimonide layer band gap. Maintaining fixed compositions but increasing the InAs layer
thickness to 37 A reduces the gap further, to a value of about 140 meV, or about 9 #m.

Photoconductive responses have been examined in these and other superlattices. Pho-
tolithography was used to fabricate mesa structures, with an etch stopping within the su-
perlattice, near the buffer layer interface. Al contacts were evaporated on the top and base
of the mesas, and photocurrent measured under backside illumination for different applied
biases. As shown in Fig. 4, sharp photoconductive turn-ons have been observed at thresholds
in excellent agreement with energy gaps derived from PL. This technique has also been used
to estimate energy gaps in superlattices not showing clear luminescence. As expected, we
find a systematic decrease in energy gap with increasing InAs layer thickness at a fixed lnSb
fraction z = 0.25. A photoconductive cutoff beyond 15 gm has been observed in a 45 A/28 A
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Fig. 4. Low temperature photoconductive response from InAs/Gai-.In.2 Sb superlat-

tices. Cutoffs are consistent with energy gaps derived from photoluminescence. Infrared I
response to 15 Am has been demonstrated.

InAs/Ga0.osin. 25Sb superlattice. Longer wavelengths could clearly be obtained either by
further increasing layer thicknesses, or by increasing z, the In content within the antimonide 3
layers. The demonstration of these long wavelength energy gaps in superlattices of layer
thicknesses of 45 A and less is important as it shows that far infrared response is compatible
with thin layers in this material system. As explained previously, the type-If band alignment 3
localizes electrons and holes in dissimilar layers, with the consequence that large absorption
coefficients are only predicted for thin layer structures, in which the electron-hole overlap
remains high. 3

As shown in Table 1, superlattice energy gaps derived from photolurninescence are in
excellent agreement with those inferred from photoconductivity measurements, and in fair g
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LAYER THICKNESS ENERGY GAP
(A) (meV)

InAs Ga1-In 2 Sb X PL PC Theory

28 28 0 330±20 350±10 310

25 25 0.25 230±20 250±10 250

37 25 0.25 150±20 170±10 160

41 25 0.25 * 120±10 140

45 28 0.25 * 80±10 110

Table 1. Comparison of theoretical and experimental energy gaps for five
InAs/Ga 1 _,InSb superlattices. Asterisks in the PL column indicate samples in which
no luminescence was detected.

agreement with gaps calculated from a two band k • p model. This two band model yielded
energy gaps slightly greater than those from the more sophisticated calculations of Smith
and Mailhiot.1 ,2 The 7% As incorporation in our Ga 1 _2 In2 Sb layers was assumed to reduce
the Sb/As valence band offset by 7%. This assumption clearly represents an additional
source of uncertainty in our calculations. Nevertheless, reasonable agreement between our
experimental results and the calculated gaps appears to validate the assumption of a small
InSb/GaSb valence band offset.

3. CONCLUSION
We have grown InAs/Ga 1 _2 In.Sb strained-layer superlattices by MBE on GaAs sub-

strates. Substrate temperatures below 4000C have been shown to yield excellent x-ray
diffraction and surface morphology for InAs/Gao.TsIno. 2sSb superlattices, whereas raising
the temperature yields rough surfaces and weak, broad diffraction peaks. X-ray diffraction
shows the superlattices grown at low temperature to be coherently strained, with little inter-
diffusion. Threading dislocation densities of 109cm- 2 are obtained for a buffer layer scheme
utilizing a thin, strained-layer superlattice at the initial GaAs/GaSb or GaAs/InAs buffer in-
terface. Energy gaps derived from photoluminescence and photoconductivity are in excellent
agreement with theory, and show that far infrared response can be obtained with these super-
lattices. A 15 Am energy gap has been obtained in a structure with a 73 A period, suggesting
that large absorption coefficients (obtained only with thin layers in a type-If superlattice) are
compatible with long wavelength infrared response in this system.
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ABSTRACT

We have examined spectrally resolved photoconductivity andi photolumninescence froin
lnAsf Ga, .u..~Sb strained-layer superlattices. which have been proposed as infrared de
tectors in the 8-140&m region. Our measurements indicate that the energy gaps of the
strained-layer superlattices are substantially smaller than those of InAs/GaSb superisi
tices with similar layer thicknesses, in agreement with previOUs theoretical predietins
Measuremenits on InAs/Ga, .. ,In.Sb superlattices with x=0 and 0.25 and layer thicknesse!s
of 25- 45 A indicate superlattice band gaps of 3 - 15 &am, in excellent agreement with gaps
calculated by a two band k - p model. Our results demonstrate that far-infrared energy
gaps are compatible with the thin layers necessary for strong optical absorption in type-TI
superlattice. and suggest that ln"s(G.,...In.Sb superlattices are promising candidates
for far-oinfrared detection.

INTRODUCTION
We present the first optical study of InAu/Ga,..In.Sb strained-layer superlattices.

Interest in these structures stems from their potential as infrared detectors, especially in the
8- 14stm region.'. 2 It has been suggested that InAo/Gal-..In.Sb superlattices might enjoy
a number of advantages over bulk Hgi-..Cd.Te (the current industry standard), including
lower leakage currents, greater uniformity, and a more readily processed material system.

While InA, and Gal -. I.4Sb have energy band gaps too large to allow intrinsic bulk
absorption in the 8- 14#m range, the broken-gap band alignment' yields theoretical super-
lattice gaps at these wavelengths and beyond, tailored by the choices of layer thicknesses
and Gai-.Iz..nSb composition."-2 Band gaps spanning the 8 - 141Lm range have been
demonstrated previously for lnAs/GaSb superlattices, but only for comparatively thick
constituent layers (> 60 A).4- As the band alignment in this system localizes electrons
and holes in different layers of the superlattice, layers this thick greatly diminish electron-
hole overlap, yielding poor absorption coefficients.# The addition of In to the GaSb layers
was suggested to allay this problem."-2 Band edge energies for an lnAs/Gae.7&I119.2 5Sb su-
perlattice are indicated in Fig. 1.- For fixed layer thicknesses, alloying the antimonidie layers
was predicted to reduce the superlattice band gap, both by lowering the energy gap of the
antimonide layer, and by further misaligning the energy bands through strain effects. As
aresult, thin layers are essential for raising the InAs/ Gal-.I.lnSb superlattice energy gap
out of a semimzetailic ("negative" gap) regime to the infrare regions Of interest. Reducing
the layer thicknesses associated with a particular band gap should, in turn, have tile ef-
fect of increasing the absorption coefficient; unlike other type-Il superlattices. ab~sorption
comparable to that in narrow gap Hgl -, Cd,Te has been calculated for InAs /Gal , ,ln,Sb~

EXPERIMENTAL
MBE growth conditions for our InAs/Ga,,-InSb superlattices are described in detail

elsewhere.7'8 The superlattices have been shown to be of high structural quality, as judged
bi' transmission electron microscopy and x-ray diffiraction.7 Initial optical characterization
consisted of low temperature photoluminescence and photoconductivity measurements

6111i. Rss. 3oc. Symp. Pmn. Vol. 135. 4'1900 mWetas Reseach Society
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Fig. 1. Energy band edges in a InAs/Ga_.,In,Sb superlattice. illustrating thr
magnitude of the band misalignment and the localization of electrons and holes in
the InAs and Gaq.Tslno.2 sSb layers of the superlattice, respectively. Bulk heavy-hole.
light-hole, and conduction band edges are indicated by solid lines labeled H. L. and C.
respectively. Dashed lines indicate the energies of superlattice states weakly localzed
in different layers.

Photoluminescence spectra were taken on a Bomem Fourier Transform Infrared Spec-
trometer (FTIR). Samples were mounted on a cold finger with care taken to effectively
heat sink the samples to the cold copper block. At high pump powers, possible heating
was monitored by analyzing the position and intensity of luminescence from a reference
InA sample. Spectra shown here were obtained at a nominal temperature of 5 K, with a
maximum error of approximately +20 K. Optical excitation was achieved with an AIGaAs
laser diode cooled to 77K or, when pump powers greater than 70mW were required, with
an Ar+ ion laser. Luminescence was detected by an InSb or a HgCdTe detector cooled to
77 K, or by a Si:As detector at 4.2 K.

A double modulation technique was necessary to discriminate weak PL signals against
a substantial blackbody background.* As the FTIR technique derives spectra by modu-
lating input light at comparatively low frequencies (up to - 5 kHz in our experiment), we
chose to modulate the optical pumps at 40 krz and monitor mixed sum and difference fre-
quency signals. This modulation was achieved with an acousto-optic cell, in the case of the
514nm Ar* pump, or by directly gating the electrical input to the AIGaAs diode. After
preamplification, 10 - 20kHz high-pass filters were used to reduce the (singly modulated)
blackbody background relative to the mixed luminescence signal. This Altered signal was
then demodulated with a lockin amplifier before returning to the FTIR electronics for
analog--to-digital conversion, numerical filtering, and a Fourier transform of the resulting
interferop-am.

Photolumivnescence spectra from three samples are shown in Fig. 2. Consistent with
previous work,iO we associate the broad luminescence from the 28 A /28A InAs/GaSb su-
perlattice with the fundamental conduction to heavy hole valence band transition. Lumi-
nescence due to the superlattice was detected only for pump powers greater than 350mW
into approximately 0.1 mm

2 ; the intensity of this optical pump likely contributed to the
observed broadening. Based on the peak assignment, we associate the energy gap with the
low energy luminescence edge, Ev = 330± 10meV. This value exceeds those expected from
previous studies of lnAs/GaSb, 4"4n0 due presumably to arsenic incorporation at levels up
to 7% in our antimonide layers. While the effect of this incorporation on the GaSb 1 _-As.
gap is probably small, it might be expected to increase the superlattice band gap by
lowering the valence band offset between the InAs and GaSb layers.

Figure 2 illustrates the pronounced shift to lower energy of photoluminescence from an
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Fig. 2. Photoiuminescence at 5K from three InAs/Gal_,In,Sb superlattices. illus-
trating the shift to longer wavelength (lower energy) with increasing lnSb content r
or increasing InAs layer thickness.

lnAs/Gae.islnO.2sSb superlattice similar in layer thicknesses to tLie lnAs/GaSb structure.
The spectrum shown was obtained with a 70moW AIGaAs laser diode pump, focused to
an area of approximately 0.1 mm2 . The luminescence peak is approximately Gaussian in
shape, with a half width of 30meV. This width coincides with the change in superlattice
energy gap due to a single monolayer fluctuation in InAs well thickness (the gap is less
sensitive to changes in Ga,_,In,Sb layer thickness). While the samole-to-sample repro-
ducibility and uniformity of growth was substantially better than one monolayer (x-ray
diffraction demonstrated reproducibility of better than 0.1 A in superlattice period), this
value clearly represents a lower limit for interfacial fluctuations in a two-dimensional ledge
growth mode."1 Based on this interpretation, we associate the luminescence peak with the
average energy gap, yielding a value E, = 240 * 10meV.

Analysis of the luminescence from the 37 A/2s A lnAs/Gaq.7 3 ln0 .2 5 Sb superlattice was
similar to that for the InAs/GaSb structure. As luminescence was apparent only under
intense excitation, we assign the gap to the low energy edge, E, = 150 ± 10meV. The
sample demonstrates the clear shift in band gap to lower energies as InAs layer thickness
is increased.

We have spectrally resolved photoconductive response in these and other superlattices.
Mesa structures were patterned using photolithography, with an etch stopping within the
superlattice. near the buffer layer interface. Aluminum contacts were evaporated on the
top and base of the mesas, and photocurrent measured under backside illumination for
different applied biases. Figure 3 illustrates the clear photoconductive thresholds rbserved
in fonr of the samples. This technique yields energy gaps in.good agreement with those
derived from photoiuminescence. and has also been used to estimate gaps in superlat-
tices not showing clear luminescence. As expected, for a fixed InSb fraction z = 0.25 we
find a systematic decrease in energy gap with increasing InAs layer thickness. As shown
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fig. 3. Low temperature photoconductive response from InAs/Gai..InSb super-
lattices. Cutos are consistent with energy gaps derived from photolumsnescence.
Infrared response to 15 &m has been demonstrated.

in the figure, we have observed a photoconductive cutoff beyond 15 jm in a 45 A/28 A
InAs/Gao.?sLno.2sSb superlattice. Longer wavelengths could dearly be obtained either by
further increasing layer thicknesses, or by increasing z, the In content within the anti-
munide layers. The experimental confirmation of these long wavelength energy gaps in
siperlattices of layer thicknesses of 45 A and less is important as it shows that far infrared
response is compatible with thin layers in this material system. As explained previously,
the type-Il band alignment localizes electrons and holes in dissimilar layers, with tne con-
seqtuence that large absorption coefficients are only predicted for thin layer structures. II
which the electron-hole overlap remains high.

As shown in Table 1, superlattice energy gaps derived from photolunmnescezice are
in excellent agreement with those inferred from photoconductivity measurements, and
in reasonable agreement with gaps calculated from a two band k - p model. This two
band model yielded energy gaps slightly greater than those from the more sophisticated
calculations of Smith and Mailhiot 1.2 The 7% As incorporation in our Gal _,In,Sb Isyers
was assumed to reduce the Sb/As valence band offset by 7%. While this assumption clearly
represents a source of iiacertainty in our calculations, reasonable agreement between our
experimental results and the calculated gaps appears to validate the assumption of a small
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LAYER THICKNESS ENERGY GAP

(A) Itr
InAs Ga, _.I.nSb T PL PC Theorn

28 28 0 330±10 350±10 310

25 25 0.25 240±10 250±-10 250

37 25 0.25 150±10 170±10o 160

41 25 0.25 " 110±1(1 140

45 28 0.25 80±10 110

Table 1. Companron of theoretical and experimental energy gaps for ive
InAs/Gal_.in.Sb superlattices. (Energies can be converted to wavelengths through
EV(eV) a 1.24/)A,(tum).) Asterisks in the PL column indicate samples in which no
luminescence was detected.

InSb/GaSb valence band offet.

CONCLUSION

Our results show promise for long wavelength infrared detectors based on

InAs/Gat_.in.Sb strained-layer superlattices. Energy gaps derived from photolumines-
cence and photoconductivity are in excellent agreement with theory, and demonstrate that
infrared response spanning the 8 - 14 sm range and beyond can be obtained for thin laver
superlattices. In particular, a 15ttm energy gap has been obtained in a structure with a
73 A pr•'iod. These results suggest that long wavelength infrared response is compatible
with large absorption coefficients (obtained only with thin layers in a type-If superlat-
tice) in this system. Preliminary results suggest that the absorption coefficients in these
structures are indeed comparable to those of bulk Hg_..CdTe.12 This is the subject of
ongoing work, as is the issue of doping associated with fabrication of a photovoltaic device.
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We report the successful growth of InAs/Ga, - . In, Sb strained-layer superlatuces by molecular-
beam epitaxy. The superlattices are grown on thick, strain-relaxed InAs or GaSb buffer layers on
(100)-oriented GaAs substrates. A short-period, heavily strained superlattice at the GaAs
interface is found to improve the structural quality of the buffeltyer. Arsemc incorporation in
nominally pure GaSb layers is found to depend strongly on suostrate temperature and As-
background pressure. Best strained-layer superlattice structural quality is achieved for samples
grown at fairly low substrate temperatures (<400 .C). Photolumitescence measurements
indicate that the energy gaps of the strained-layer superlattices are smaller than those of
InAs/GaSb superlattices with the same layer thicknesses, in agreement with the theoretical
predictions of Smith and Mailhiot [J. Appl. Phys. 62, 2545 (1987)1. Far-infrared
photoluminescence is observed from a 37/25 A, InAs/Gao ,, Ino25 Sb superlattice, Liemonstrating
that far-infrared cutoffwavelengths are compatible with short superlattice periods in this material
system.

I. INTRODUCTION matched. In both cases, the InAs conduction band edge is
The concept of superlattice infrared detectors was first sug- presumed to be lower in energy than the Ga - ,In, Sb (or
gested over ten years ago for the case of HgTe/CdTe super- GaSb) valence band edge. with a positive superlattice energy
lattices as alternatives to Hg, - ,Cd, Te alloys.' 2 The advan- gap resulting from quantum confinement of the electrons
tages of superlattices over bulk materials derive mainly from and holes (when the layers are sufficiently thin). The pres-
the fact that layer thicknesses determine superlattice energy ence of coherent strain between the InAs and Ga _, In, Sb
gaps. while compositional control is used to select energy layers shifts the band edges such that the superlattice energy
gaps in bulk alloys. Epitaxial growth techniques. such as gap is reduced. This shift is advantageous because far-in-
molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE). have made precise layer frared cutoff wavelengths can be obtained with reduced lay-
thickness control possible (to one monolayer in many er thicknesses ( < 35 A). leading to enhanced absorption
cases). Hence. superlattices offer improved cutoff wave- and transport properties.` Thus. the InAs/Ga, - jn, Sb
length control and uniformity. Furthermore. effective superlattice is a promising III-V alternative for far-infrared
masses can be selected to reduce leakage currents in a super- detection.
lattice without altering its energy gap. In addition to In this paper. we report the successful growth of far-in-
HgTe/CdTe superlattices, lnSb/InAsSb, , strained-lay- frared InAs/Ga, _ n, Sb strained-layer superlattices. The
er superlattices have been proposed' and studied4 - as candi- samples have been grown by MBE on (100)-onented GaAs
dates for infrared detection applications. These (type II) substrates. Structural characterization of the superlattices
superlattices would allow the extension of II-V growth and has been performed by reflection high-energy electron dif-
processing technology to wavelength ranges unavailable in fraction (RHEED). x-ray diffraction, and transmission
bulk Ill-V materials. However. all experimental reports to electron microscopy (TEM). Far-infrared photolumines-
date of far-infrared cutoff wavelengths in InSb/InAs, Sb, - , cence has been observed, yielding direct measurements of
superlattices have involved relatively thick layers (>75 the superlattice energy gaps. Recent measurements of pho-
A).' ' These thick layers degrade optical absorption signifi- toconductive response from the samples yield cutoff wave-
cantly. as they increase the spatial separation between elec- lengths in good agreement with the energy gaps determined
trons and holes in the superlattice. by photoluminescence. In addition to exploring potential de-

Recently. it has been proposed that lnAs/&-, - In,Sb vice applications for InAs/Ga, - ,In,Sb superlattices. % e
strained-layer superlattices have favorable properties for far- have studied more fundamental matenais issues which ma%
infrared (9-14 gim) detection.' This material system has beof consequence for othersemiconductor heterosiructures
t.pe I1I staggered) band alignments similar to the heavil Techniques tor depositing high qualitv InAs and GaSb buff-
studied InAs/GaSb system.'" which is nearly lattice er layers on GaAs substrates have neen explored, in an at-
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tempt to provide a nearly lattice matched template for
growth of the superlattice. We have also studied the degree InAs/G- 1 1n S.5 -nAs/G In Sb
to which background As is incorporated into GaSb films at superlattice superoattice
different substrate temperatures, Sb fluxes, and As back- _

ground pressures.
InAs 10.5 urn GoSh

II. GROWTH 0

All of our samples have been grown by molecular-beam I.o 0.3 ,A/GoA2 0001603 GoSb/GoAs
epitaxy (MBE) on (100)-oriented GaAs substrates in a Per- " 1

kin Elmer 430 system equipped with both arsenic and anti- ,u•,.,toie. 2mL/2rht 10 oerdos, Isuperonice, ImL/lL

many crackers. Measurements of the substrate temperature
were obtained through a thermocouple in contact with a mo- GaAs
lybdenum block, to which the substrate was bonded with
indium. The thermocouple readings were calibrated to opti-
cal pyrometer readings above 500 C, the As-stabilized to In- GaAs GaAs
stabilized transition during InAs growth, and to the GaAs substrate substrate
oxide desorption point. Nominal growth rates were calibra-
ted via bulk film thickness measurements and RHEED os-
cillations measured during homoepitaxial growth of GaAs FIG. I. Schematic layer diagram. illustraung the two buffer tavenng

and InAs. Bulk GaSh (InSb) growth rates were computed schemes used to grow InA&/Ga, -,InSb superlattices on (100)-onented
by multiplying the GaAs (InAs) rate by the ratio of the G&M substratei. The left (right) diagram deqcts the method used to grow

lattice constants of the two materials. A "nude" ion gauge InAs (GaSb) buffer layers.

was used to monitor the Sb2 and As2 fluxes. Estimates of the
absolute As2 flux were made through residual gas analyzer
peak heights calibrated to transitions between the As-stabi-
lized and Ga-stabilized RHEED patterns during growth of struction was observed throughout the InAs layers, while
GaAs. GaSb layers exhibited a characteristic I x 3 RHEED pat-

tern. Cross-sectional TEM has been used to examine thread-
Ill. STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION ing dislocations in the buffer layers and superlattices. The

TEM images reveal dense dislocation networks localized at
A. Buffer layers the GaAs/buffer layer interfaces, with the vast majority of

Techniques for depositing strain-relaxed InAs and GaSb dislocations vanishing within 1000 A of buffer layer growth.
buffer layers on ( 100)-oriented GaAs substrates have been The remaining threading dislocations persist through the
explored in an attempt to provide a nearly lattice matched buffer layer and superlattice with an approximate density of
template for growth of the superlattice. For each of the two 10'cm-. In spite of these relatively high dislocation densi-
materials, methods employing severely lattice-mismatched ties, the TEM images reveal smooth, planar
superlattices at the GaAs interface have been tested. Similar InAs/Ga, __ In, Sb superlattice layers over most of the sam-
schemes have been reported to improve epitaxial layer quali- pie area.

ty (as determined by surface morphology and electron mo-
bility) in some studies. '' " Figure I illustrates the layer se- B. Incorporation of background As in GaSb
quences used for the two types of buffers. For InAs layers. X-ray diffraction from InAs/GaSb superlattices grown
growth commenced with 3000 A of GaAs at a substrate tern- early in our study suggested that significa nt quantities of As
perature of 600 *C. followed by a five period. 2 monolayer/2 were incorporated into GaS- layc -s (i.e.. GaSb, - As, lay-
monolayer. In., Ga, ,As/GaAs "superlattice" at 520 "C. ers resulted even with the As-shutter closed). Conversely. Sb
and a 5000-A thick InAs layer grown at 450-520*C. GaSb was not detectable in InAs layers, due largely to the high
buffer layers consisted of 3000 k of GaAs grown at 600 *C. sticking coefficient of Sb to the closed shutter. In an attempt
followed by a ten period. i monolayer/I monolayer. GaSb- to minimize the incorporation of As in nominally pure anti-
/GaAssuperlatticeat 520*C. and a 5000-A thick GaSb layer monide layers, we grew a series of 2500 A GaSb films on
grown at 430-520*C. Several InAs/Ga, - ,ln,Sb superlat- InAs buffer layers (which were deposited on GaAs sub-
tices have been grown on each of the two types of buffer strates by the technique described in the previous section )
layers. However, we have generally employed GaSb buffer X-ray diffraction was then used to measure the lattice con-
layers for more heavily strained superlattices (x = 0.25) be- -tant of the resulting layer, resulting in a determination of v
cause of the intermediate value of the GaSb lattice constant The effects of substrate temperature. background As pres-
with respect to the two constituent materials. sure 'vaned by changing the As evaporator temperature

RHEED patterns observed during growth of the buffer with the As-shutter closed). and Sb flux were studied
layers became spotty immediately after commencement of Figures 2 a) and 2(b) display 0/20 x-ray diffraction
the heavily strained superlattices. and regained a streaky ap- data from the (400) planes of two GaShb .As lavers
pearance after 2 mins (about 300 A) of growth of the InAs grown unde- different conditions. These two layers repre-
)r GaSb bulk layers. The As-stabilized. 2 x 4 surface recon- sent the maximum and minimum degree of As incorporation
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observed in our study (excluding samples grown with the As were obtained from a GaSb, - YAs, layer grown at 450 C.
evaporator turned off). Diffraction peaks from the GaAs The As-background pressure was lowered by reducing the
substrate and InAs buffer layer are also evident in each fig- As-evaporator temperature to that needed to maintain an
ure. The GaSb, - YAs, layer which provided the data shown As-stabilized InAs surface at a growth rate of 0.2 mono-
in Fig. 2(a) was grown at a substrate temperature of 520 *C. layer/s. For both samples. a GaSb, - vAs) growth rate of 0.5
A high As-background pressure was created by closing the monolayer/s was used. The Sb, flux was estimated to be a
As shutter, and setting the As evaporator to the temperature factor of 4 greater than the Ga flux. In fact, our experiments
needed to maintain an As-stabilized inAs surface at a revealed that the magnitude of the Sb, flux has no effect on
growth rate of I monolayer/s (roughly As2 /In= 10). As- As incorporation as long as it is sufficient to maintain an Sb-
peak heights (As ' ) on the residual gas analyzer in the MBE stabilized surface. The GaSb, - ,As, diffraction peak shown
chamber are approximately five times higher with the As in Fig. 2 (a) is in between the InAs and GaAs peaks, indicat-
shutter open than with it closed. The data shown in Fig. 2(b) ing a 30% incorporation of As in the film (y=0.3). In con-

trast, Fig. 2(b) shows a GaSb, _,As, diffraction peak at
approximately the same angle as the peak from the InAs
buffer layer, indicating that y=0.07 . It should be noted that

10W samples grown at substrate temperatures and/or As-back-
ground pressures intermediate to those of the two samples
discussed here yielded intermediate values ofy, with mono-

SnAs tonic behavior. These results suggest that As atoms compete
"" T =520"C GaSb•.,As I strongly with Sb atoms for lattice sites in GaSb, - ,As,, and
.6 1i0I that increasing substrate temperature favors increased As
, High PAs incorporation. Considerably different results have been re-
2ý 104 ported for similar experiments on InSb, _-,As. films. 1 7"'8 It

is possible that the cracked arsenic and antimony sources

"o Hgused here yield significantly different sticking coefficientsI 103 for the two materials than those obtained from tetrameric

sources. However, the degree to which As 2 escapes past the
1102 closed shutter (during GaSb growth) has not been studiedx 1(a) here.

56 60 64 68 C. Substrate temperature

two theta (degrees) Several different substrate temperatures have been used
for deposition of the InAs/Ga, _, In, Sb superlattice layers,

107 spanning the range 370-450 C. The superlattices exhibited
shiny, smooth surfaces for substrate temperatures < 400 "C,

a 0Gwhile higher substrate temperatures resulted in hazy, rough._3 106 Ga Sb&ra surfaces. X-ray diffraction peaks were sharpest and mostT•=4500C intense for superlattices grown at 390 *C. It should be noted

L_.6 105 that we have successfully grown InAs and Gat In, Sb bulk
Low P As films with good surface morphology at temperatures as high

.> 104 as 525 and 450 C, respectively. The need for lower growth
temperatures in the case of the superlattice may be a result of
"interdiffusion and/or strain. RHEED patterns observed"S 103 during growth of the superlattice indicated a I X 3 surface
reconstruction for Gal _ In, Sb, and an unusual 2 x I recon-

I Istruction for InAs.

(b) Figures 3(a) and 3(b) display 0/20 x-ray diffraction
10 data for two 100 period InAs/Gao,, In, Sb superlattices

56 60 64 68 grown at 390 and 450 "C, respectively. Both structures were
two theta (degrees) grown on GaSb buffer layers, deposited by the method de-

scriber previously. The intensities of the superlattice satel-

FIH. 2(a) and (b). 0/20 x-ray diffraction data from the (400) planes of lite peaks shown in Fig. 3 (a) are in excellent agreement with
two nominally pure (As-shutter closed). 2500-A thick. GaSb films grown those predicted by kinematical theory. The widths of the
on InAs buffer layers. The samples were irradiated with Cu Ka x-rays. In peaks are limited by the resolution of the x-ray diffractome-
both figures. the InAs buffer layer and GaAs substrate diffraction peaks are ter used here. The intensity and narrowness of the satellite
labeled. The data displayed in (a, were taken from a sample grown at peaks is indicativeof highly regular superlattice growth with
520'C under high As-background conditions. Figure (b) shows data taken limited interdiffusion between lavers." In contrast. Fig.
from a sample grown at 450 "C under low As-background conditons. The
measured lattice constants indicate As mole fractions ofO 3 and 0.07 in (a) 3(b) displays broad peaks (note that the Ka doublet is not
.And {h . respectiveiy r rsolved), and lower superlattice satellite intensities.
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10 InAs/Ga_.In Sb G InAs/GoIn.Sb SLS PHOTOLUMINESCENCE

10 0~a.Tsl n0.25S bGaAs ,

S106' GaSb (400)superlattice (400)
T.-5K

.T69O 1052 2BA/25A
.• 10s T =390oc•

>ý 104'=02
"- 251/251

. 10 3  
3/I

1 x=0.25

1 102 3
x (a) 0 100 200 300 400 500

10 ENERGY (mnev)

50 60 70 FIG. 4. Photolummescence spectra from a three GnAs/Ya, ,Sbsuper-Y

lattices (SL). The top spectrum is from a 28/28 A SL with x = 0. grown on
two theta (degrees) an InAs buffer layer: the middle spectrum is from a 25/25 A SL with

x = 0.25, grown on a GaSb buffer layer; and the bottom spectrum is from a

107 , 37/25 A SL with x = 0.25. grown on a GaSb buffer layer. All data were 3
InAs/Goo.s In S.sb GaAs taken at 5 K.

106 superlottice tA. (400)• ~ ~(400) il
I 0nAs/Ga 1  In.,Sb superlattices with different layer thick-

S10 5  T =450°C nesses and values of x. Comparison of the top two spectra in
,U the figure demonstrates that the energy gap of an

ý 1041 InAs/Gao.0 7 Ino.,• Sb superlattice is significantly lower than
C that of an InAs/GaSb superlattice with slightly greater layer

0 thicknesses. It should be noted that the measured lumines-
cence in the top spectrum is in excellent agreement with pre-

10 viously reported optical measurements from InAs/GaSb su- m
I perlattices with similar layer thicknesses.' 9 Furthermore.S . (b) all of the photoluminescence spectra are in good agreement

10 with the energy gap calculations of Mailhiot and Smith.Y
50 60 70 The shift of the strained-layer superlattice energy gap to

two theta (degrees) longer wavelengths is important because good infrared de-
tection requires thin superlattice layers for strong optical 3

FIG. 3(a) and 3(b). 0/20 x-ray diffraction data for two 100 period absorption (in a type II superlattice) and good transport
InAs/Gak, INtn5Sb superlattices grown at 390 and 450"C. respectively, properties. It is likely that the shift is due to strain-induced
showing (400)-like diffraction peaks. The samples were irradiated with Cu movement of the band edges and/or a favorable valence
Ka x rays. Each peak in figure (a) appears to be bimodal due to the Ka band offset between InSb and GaSb. In either case. increas-
doublet, while the peaks in figure (bM are too broad to resolve the doublet. ing the value of x should further reduce the
The substrate (GaAs) and buffer layer (GaSb or InAs) peaks are labeled. InAs/Ga , _, In, Sb superlattice cutoff wavelength. The bot-

tom photoluminescence spectrum in Fig. 4 displays a low I
energy edge at 140 meV. or approximately 9prm. This result -
demonstrates that cutoff wavelengths in or approaching the
far-infrared range are obtainable for InAs/Ga, - , In, Sb su- 3

IV. OPTICAL CHARACTERIZATION perlattices with thin layers ( < 40 A)). Furthermore. we have U
Pho'zoluminescence spectra from the strained-layer super- recently measured the photocurrent generated in the super-

lattice,. have been obtained through a Bomem Fourier trans- lattices under an external bias as a function of incident pho- *
form infrared spectrometer (FTIR). Optical excitation was ton energy. The spectra are charactenzed by sharp photo-
provicied by a cooled AIGaAs laser diode or by an Ar ion current turn ons at threshold energies which are in good
laser gated by an acousto-optic modulator. The pump agreement with the photoluminescence spectra in Fig. 4.
sources were chopped at 40 kHz and the detected signal de- Additional samples which do not give measureable lumines- 3
modulated with a lock-in amplifier pnor to passing through cence have shown photoconductive response as far out as 15
the Fourier transform electronics, enabling weak photolu- /am.

minescence to be separated from background (blackbody) V
radiation. Luminescence was detected with an InSb detector V CONCLUSIONS
cooled to 77 K or with a Si:As detector at 4.2 K. In conclusion, we have successfully grown InAs/

Figure 4 displays photoluminescence spectra from three Ga, - In, Sb strained-layer superlattices on GaAs sub-
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APPENDIX J
Growth and characterization of InAs/Ga, -,InSb strained-layer
superlattices

"D. H. Chow
T J. Watson Sr. Laboratory of Applied Physiam California Institute of Technology Pasadena.
California 91125
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J. R. SCderstrum) and T. C. McGill
T J. Watsn Sr. Laboratory of Applied Physics California Institute of TechnoloV. Pasadena,3 California 91125

(Received 27 November 1989; accepted for publication 1 February 1990)

We report the successful growth of InAs/Ga, - , In. Sb strained-layer superlattices, which have
been proposed for far-infrared applications. The samples were grown by molecular beam
epitaxy, and characterized by reflection high-energy electron diffraction, x-ray diffraction, and
photoluminescence. Best structural quality is achieved for superlattices grown on thick, strain-
relaxed, GaSb buffer layers on GaAs substrates at fairly low substrate temperatures ( < 400 C).
Photoluminescence measurements indicate that the energy gaps of the strained-layer
superlattices are smaller than those of InAs/GaSb superlattices with the same layer
thicknesses, in agreement with the theoretical predictions of Smith and Mailhiot [J. Appl.
Phys. 62 2545 (1987) 1. In the case of a 37 A/25 A, 1nAs/Gao., Ino., Sb superlattice, an
energy gap of 140 ± 40 meV ( =9 pm) is measured. This result demonstrates that far-infrared
cutoff wavelengths are compatible with short superlattice periods in this material system.

Superlattices show promise for solving some of the in- the InAs and Gat - In, Sb layers shifts the band edges such
herent problems associated with far-infrared detector mate- that the superlattice energy gap is reduced. This shift is ad-
rials. The concept of superlattice infrared detectors was first vantageous because far-infrared cutoff wavelengths can be
suggested for the case of HgTe/CdTe superlattices as alter- obtained with reduced layer thicknesses, leading to en-
natives to Hg, - ,Cd, Te alloys. 1.2 Two major advantages of hanced absorption and transport properties." Hence, the
superlattices over bulk Hg, - ,CdTe are (i) energy gaps are InAs/Ga, -_ InSb superlattice combines the advantages of
controlled by layer thicknesses rather than by compositions, the HgTe/CdTe and InSb/InAs2 Sb1 -_ superlattices with-
resulting in enhanced uniformity across a wafer and (ii) out suffering the disadvantages of either. In this letter, we
leakage currents due to tunneling can be greatly reduced in report the growth of high quality InAs/Ga - In. Sb
superlattices without significant increases in energy gaps. It strained-layer superlattices. The samples have been charac-
has also been proposed that InSb/InAs. Sb, -superlattices terized by reflection high-energy electron diffractionI could have far-infrared cutoff wavelengths.' This proposal (RHEED), x-ray diffraction, and photoluminescence.
has the advantage of making Ill-V growth and processing All of our samples have been grown by molecular beam
technology available for applications to wavelength ranges epitaxy (MBE) in a Perkin-Elmer 430 system equppedI which are unobtainable in bulk IlI-V's. However, all experi- with both arsenic and antimony crackers. A total of 18
mental reports to date of far-infrared cutoff wavelengths in InAs/Ga, - In. Sb superlattices have been grown to date,
InSb/InAs.Sb, -, superlattices have involved relatively all on (100)-oriented GaAs substrates. Two different buffer
thick layers (>75 A)."5 These thick layers degrade optical layering schemes have been employed in an attempt to pro-I absorption significantly, as they increase the spatial separa- vide a nearly lattice-matched template for growth of the su-
tion between electrons and holes in the superlattice. perlattice. Both methods employ severely lattice-mis-

Recently, Mailhiot and Smith have proposed that matched superlattices, which have been found to improve
InAs/Ga, -, In, Sb strained-layer superlattices are candi- buffer layer quality in some studies. '3.6 Figure I illustrates
dates for far-infrared applications. 1.7 This material system the layer sequences used for the two types of buffers. In the
has type II (staggered ) band alignments similar to the hea- first scheme, growth commences with 3000 A& of GaAs at a

vily studied InAs/GaSb material system,'" which is nearly substrate temperature of 600 C, followed by a five-period, 2
lattice matched. In both cases, the InAs conduction-band monolayer/2 monolayer, lno,Gao3As/GaAs "superlat-
edge is presumed to be lower in energy than the tice" at 520 C, and a 5000-,-thick InAs layer grown at 450-
InAs/Ga, - ,n,Sb (or GaSb) valence-band edge, with a 520 C. The second type ofbuffer layer beginswith 3000,1.ofpositive superlattice energy gap resulting from quantum GaAs grown at 600 C, followed by a ten-period, I mono-

confinement of the electrons and holes (when the layers are layer/I monolayer, GaSb/GaAs "superlattice" at 520 TC,
sufficiently thin). The presence of coherent strain between and a 5000-A,-thick GaSb layer grown at 430-520TC.

Present address: Chalmers University of Technology. Department of RHEED patterns observed during growth of the buffer lay-
Physcs. S-412%. Gotetorg. Sweden. ers became spotty upon initiation of the heavily strained su-
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FIG. 1. Schemaaic layer diagram, illustrating the two buffer layering
schemes used to grow InAs/Gal - ln,Sbsuperianiceson (100) GaAs sub. 10I
strates. The left (night) diagram depicts the method used to grow InAs 21

(Ga:Sb) buffer layers .5

x(b

perlattices, and regained a streaky appearance after 2 mm IOLA506O 70

(about 300 A) of growth of the InAs or GaSb bulk layers. t-heta (d ,)
The superlattices which yielded the best x-ray diffraction I
data were grown on GaSb buffer layers, which may be a FIG. 2. 0/2o x-ray diffraction data for (a) a 100-penod. 25 A/25 A

result of the intermediate value of the GaSb lattice constant InAs/Ga,,lno2sSb superlattice and (b) an 80-period. 37 A/25 A.
InAs/Ga•,sInSb superlatuce. showing (400)-like diffracuon peaks.

with respect to the two constituent materials in the superlat- The samples were irradiated with Cu Ka x rays. Each peak appears to be

tice. bimodal due to the Ka doublet. The substrate (GaAs) and buffer layer
Several different substrate temperatures have been used (GaSh) puks are labeled.

for deposition of the InAs/Ga, _, In, Sb superlattice layers,
spanning the range 370-450 "C. Measurements of the sub- with limited unterdiffusion between layers. ' For both super- I
strate temperature we e obtained through a thermocouple in lattices, the period projected from calibrated MBE growth
contact with a molybdenum block, to which the substrate rates agrees to within 2 A of the actual period determined
was bonded with indium. The thermocouple readings were from the spacings of the x-ray satellites. I
calibrated to the As-stabilized to In-stabilized transition Photoluninescence spectra from the strained-layer su-
during InAs growth, and to the GaAs oxide desorption perlattices were obtained through a Bomem Fourier trans-
point. The superlattices exhibited shiny, smooth surfaces for form infrared spectrometer (FTIR). Optical excitation was m
substrate temperatures < 400 "C, while higher substrate provided by a cooled AIGaAs laser diode or by an Ar ion
temperatures resulted in hazy, rough surfaces. X-ray diffrac- laser gated by an acousto-optic modulator. The pump
tion peaks were sharpest and most intense for superlattices sources were chopped at 40 kHz and the detected signal de-
grown at 390 *C. It should be noted that we have successfully modulated with a lock-in amplifier prior to passing through !
grown InAs and Gat - , In, Sb bulk films with good surface the Fourier transform electronics, enabling weak photolu-
morphology at temperatures as high as 525 and 450 "C, re-
spectively. The need for lower growth temperatures in the
case of the superlattice may be a result of interdiffusion and/
or strain. RHEED patterns observed during growth of the Photoluminescence

superlattice indicated a I x 3 surface reconstruction for ^ IrAs/Gao.5 Ino025Sb Supertattice

GatIn, Sb, andanunusual2xl reconstruction for InAs. T 5K
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) display 0/20 x-ray diffraction

data for a 100-period. 25 A/25 A. InAs/GasIn,.2,Sb su-
perlattice (sample B in Table 1), and an 80-period, 37 A/ 25
A. lnAs/Ga,, ,Ino,2 Sb superlattice (sample C in Table 1),
respectively. Both structures were grown on GaSb buffers at
390 C. The intensities of the superlattice satellite peaks
shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) are in excellent agreement I
with those predicted by kinematical theory. The widths of 100 201 3W ,00
the peaks are limited by the resolution of the x-ray diffrac- E (-V)

tometer used here. The intensity and narrowness of the satel- FIG. 3. Phoolouminescence spectrum from a 10-!period. 25 AL/25 i. I
lite peaks is indicative of highly regular superlattice growth InAs/Ga,,,. In,, ,Sb superiattice. The spectrum was taken at 5 K
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TABLE 1. Structural parameters and energy gaps tor three In conclusion, we have successfully grown
inAs/Ga, - ,in, Sb auperlattices Layer thicknesses antd compoitOUion x InAs/Ga, - , InýSb strained-layer superlattices on GaAs
were esninated tram calibrated MBE growth rates. Theretical energy gap substrates. Excellent surface morphology and x-ray diffrac-
were calculated through a two-band k-p model which yielded results in ~ ~ ~ frgrw nG~
close agreement with those oflvicalhuo and Smuth.16 Mesrdenergy pps indt eeotie o superlatticesgrwonG b
were determined trom photolummnescence data. buffer layers at relatively low substrate temperatures

( <400 *C). Samples grown on InAs buffer layers at higher
Ga, - InSb bIAs substrate temperatures exhibited rough surfaces and weak x-

layer layer Energ gap ray diffraction. Photoluminescence spectra from strained-

Sample Periods, X (A () Themr Meaured layer InAsfGao.,,n 025 Sb superlattices display narrow
peaks consistent with direct recombination of electrons and

thickn8e2s35 33 t±cns 20 holes2 in th odcinand valence bands, respectively. The
B 100 0.25 25 37 25 220 ± 20 measured erggasof the strained-layer superlattices are

__ 80_0.25_25_37 160_140±_40_sigificantlylowe than ths fI~/absuperlattices

:Rfrne6 ihsmlrlyr hcnse.i odareetwith the
Reeene7 theoretical predictions of Mailbict and Smith." . Further-

more, we have demonstrated that InAs/Ga, - , In. Sb super-
lattices with short periods ( <65 A) can have cutoff wave-
lengths in or approaching the far-infrared range. These

minescence to be separated from background (blackbody) results suggest that large optical absorption coefficients,
radiation. Luminescenice was detected With an InSb detector which are theoretically obtainable only for thin layers in a
cooled to 77 K or with a Si:As detector at 4.2 K. type II superlattice, are compatible with far-infrared cutoff

Figure 3 is the photoluminescence spectrum obtained wavelengths in this material system.
from sample B. The spectrum displays a peak centered at 240 The authors gratefully acknowledge discussions with D.
meV. The full width at half maximum of the photolumuines- L. Smith of Las Alamos National Laboratory and Christian

cence peak is 25 meV, which is comparable to the energy ga Mailhiot of Xerox Corporation. Discussions with Ogden
varaton xpcte fr lye tickes flctatinsofone Marsh and Mary Young of Hughes Research Laboratories

vaiton epcedfrlayerl thickrro ness flth ea ucgetutos oft h have enhanced our understanding of possible infrared appli-Iluminescence is due to radiative conduction-to-valence band cations for this superlattice. Useful advice and assistance
recombination, which is consistent with the analysis of Ref. was provided by A. T. Hunter, J. P. Baukus, C. Haeussler,
9. In keeping with this assignment, we associate the suiperlat- D. A. Collins, and L. RL Dawson. The support of the Defense
tice energy gap with the low-energy edge of the luminescence Advanced Research Projects Agency under grant No.
peak. N00014-89-J-3196 has made it possible for us to carry out

Table I lists the energy gaps of samples A, B, and C, this program. One of us (DHC) was supported in part by
determined through photoluminescence. The estimated un- Caltech's Program in Advanced Technologies, sponsored by
certainties listed in the table were obtained from the widths Aerojet General. General Motors, and TRW.
of the photolunmiescence peaks. Comparison of the table
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